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1 Introduction

Quantitative clitics (often called partitive clitics) characterize a small number of the
languages ofEurope, notably Italian, French, andCatalan amongRomance languages
and Dutch among Germanic languages. They generally co-occur with an existential
quantifier in argumentordislocatedposition. For this reason, the studyofquantitative
clitics must be set in a broader investigation of the quantified nominals with which
they occur. Quantifiers and other quantity items (i.e., vocabulary items denoting
quantity) can, however, appear in awide range of constructions. This chapter focuses
on constructions containing cardinals and existential quantifiers that appear with
quantitative clitic pronouns, namely the equivalent of many, few, some. Universal
(all, both) and distributive (every, each) quantifiers will be treated when relevant to
thediscussion; other quantity items like quantity nouns (e.g., lot in a lot of people),meas-
ure nouns (like bottle in a bottle of wine), and the like, which also co-occur with quan-
titative clitic pronouns, will not be treated here, as they are the topic of other chapters
(see also Measure Phrases and Semi-Lexical Nouns; Partitive Constructions).
Constructions containing a quantity item, henceforth “quantified expressions,”

raise a number of questions that can be clustered into three main issues: the head-
edness of the quantified expression, the status of the partitive PP co-occurring with
the quantifier, and the analysis of quantitative clitic pronouns such as French en,
Italian ne, Dutch er, Czech jich, which pronominalize a subpart of a quantified
expression.
This section is devoted to introducing the leading questions to be addressed in

this chapter.
Since quantified expressions like those in (1) constitute a special kind of nominal

expression, it is important to establish whether they are DPs or the projection of a
different category, for example QPs:

(1) a. three/many boys
b. all/both boys
c. some boys
d. each boy

In this respect, the first issue to be settled is whether the quantity item in all or some
of the constructions in (1) is a modifier or a functional head in the extended projec-
tion of the noun, or whether it is in an independent projection – say, QP – external to
the extended projection of N.
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Insertion of a determiner, as in (2)–(5), roughly divides quantity items into three
groups: (i) those that can be preceded but not followed by a determiner, such as three
and many in (2), (ii) those that can/must be followed by a determiner, such as all
and both in (3), and (iii) those that can never co-occur with any determiner, such
as some in (4) and each in (5):

(2) a. the/these/his three boys
b. ∗three the/these/his boys
a’ the/these/his many boys
b’ ∗many the/these/his boys

(3) a. ∗the/∗these/∗his all boys
b. all the/these/his boys
a’ ∗the/∗these/∗his both boys
b’ both ∗the/these/his boys

(4) a. ∗the/∗these/∗his some boys
b. ∗some the/these/his boys

(5) a. ∗the/∗these/∗his each boy
b. ∗each these/his boys

A first question is to establish the structural position of the different quantifiers.
There are two possible lines of analyses: either to unify the structural position of
the quantity items in (1) and (2)–(5) and attribute the different word orders to dif-
ferent properties of each item, or to assume that the quantity items in (1) are in the
same structural position, while the quantity items occupy different positions in (2).
This latter option implies that three and many in (1a), (2a), and (2a’) are in different
positions, while all and both in (1b), (3b), and (3b’) occupy the same position.

Quantifiers can also co-occur with a “partitive PP” introduced by of as in (6):

(6) a. three/many of the boys
b. all/both of the boys
c. some of the boys
d. each of the boys

A second question is whether (1) and (6) are derived from one and the same struc-
ture or not. Here there also two lines of analysis. On the one hand, it seems advan-
tageous to unify the two structures, trying to motivate the co-occurring appearance
of the preposition and the definite determiner:

(7) a. many (of the) boys
b. many of ∗(the) boys
c. many ∗(of ) the boys

On the other hand, possible number mismatches as in one of the boys and extraction
facts argue counter a unification hypothesis of (1) and (6).
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Some quantity expressions can co-occur with a partitive clitic: compare French en
as in (8), Italian ne, Dutch er, Czech jich, and so on:

(8) J’ en ai vu deux.
I EN have seen two

A third question therefore concerns the category of these clitic pronouns. Here, the
main problem is to establish whether the source of (9) is (9a) or (9b); in other
words, whether in French, the quantitative clitic en in (9) resumes the indefinite
noun garçons in (9a), the partitive PP de ces garçons in (9b), or even a different
constituent:

(9) a. J’ ai vu deux garçons.
I have seen two boys

b. J’ ai vu deux de ces garçons.
I have seen two of these boys

The answer to this question obviously depends on the answers given to the
previous ones.
A related question for French is the nature of the null category which can

appear in certain contexts where the clitic pronoun is ungrammatical, as in the
subject position in (10a), or optional, as in the object position in (10b):

(10) a. Deux (∗en) sont arrivés.
Two have arrived

b. J’ (en) ai vu quelqu’un.
I have seen some

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 offers an overview of the different
approaches to the internal structure of quantified expressions. Section 3 discusses
the partitive PP distinguishing it from other types of apparently partitive PPs.
Section 4 turns to quantitative clitics. Section 5 focalizes on the null category that
can be found in quantified expressions.

2 The structure of quantified expressions

Let us first address the questions related to the categorial status of quantified
expression in (1)–(6). The literature on this has often treated the questions in (11)
as tightly related to each other:

(11) a. What is the head of a nominal expression containing a quantity item such
as those in (1)–(6)?

b. What is the categorial status and the structural position of the quantifier in
(1) and (6)?
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c. Is there a difference in categorial status and/or structural position between
(i) a quantity item that is neither preceded nor followed by a determiner

as in (1);
(ii) a quantity item preceded by a determiner as in (2a) and (2a’);
(iii) a quantity item followed by a determiner as in (3b) and (3b’)?

d. Is there a syntactic relation between (1) and (6), and, if so, of what kind?

We will see that (11a) and (11b) are directly related, whereas (11c) and (11d) are
independent from one another.

Question (11a) has in principle the two possible answers in (12):

(12) a. The head of the quantified expression is the noun.
b. The head of the quantified expression is the quantity item.

The literature up to the late 1980s, to be discussed in sections 2.1–2.2, did not dis-
tinguish between lexical and functional categories. In that framework, the quantity
item is taken as either a modifier of the noun (determiner or adjective) or something
external to the nominal expression. In the past two decades, the discussion on the
lexical/functional distinction opens up a new way of looking at the matter, so that
question (11b), concerning the categorial status of quantity items, enters into play.
In this perspective, the option in (12a) raises the question as to whether the quantity
item is a maximal projection merged as a modifier of N(P), or a functional head (in
the extended projection of N), while (12b) raises the question as to whether the
quantity item is the highest functional head in the nominal expression or an auton-
omous head external to the nominal expression. This is discussed in section 2.3.
Question (11c) regards the merging point of the quantity item (irrespective of its
head vs. maximal status), and can be answered in three different ways, as listed
in (13):

(13) a. The quantity item is higher than D.
b. The quantity item is lower than D.
c. The quantity item is in D.
d. The quantity item is inserted lower than D and then moved to a higher

position.

In section 2.3, we show that there is no simple answer to (11c) and that the proposals
to account for the word orders arising with the co-occurrence of quantity items and
determiners are quite different.

Finally, any of the choices above can interact with the two possible answers to
(11d) given in (14):

(14) a. The of PP in (6) has the same status as the noun in (1).
b. The of PP in (6) and the noun in (1) are inserted at different merging points.

Question (11d) was the focus of the literature in the 1970s.
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In the course of the past five decades of studies in generative grammar, almost all
the possibilities mentioned in (11)–(14) have been explored. In the rest of this sec-
tion, we present some of what we consider the most significant proposals on these
issues in chronological order, highlighting the empirical advantages and drawbacks
of each in turn.

2.1 Extended Standard Theory proposals

In the 1960s and 1970s, phrase-structure rules did not distinguish between adjec-
tives and determiners such as demonstratives or quantifiers. These were all consid-
ered (maximal) elements merged with N building N-bar levels. The first proposals
address the question of whether it is possible to derive simple quantified expres-
sions such as those in (1) and quantified expressions containing a partitive PP such
as those in (6) from one and the same deep structure. Jackendoff (1968) and
Chomsky (1970, 200) claim that (1) and (6) have the same deep structure. Selkirk
(1977) calls this the “Hidden Partitive Hypothesis” and challenges it in favor of a
“Simple Noun Phrase Hypothesis”, in which a PP is assumed only when overtly
present. Milner’s (1978) in-depth study of quantitative clitic en in French provides
motivated answers to most of the questions listed in (11).

2.1.1 The Hidden Partitive Hypothesis
Jackendoff’s (1968)main aim is to propose one and the same deep structure for three
different groups of quantity items:1 group I contains quantity nouns, such as a
group, a herd, a wagonload, and so on; group II contains strong quantifiers such as
some, each, few, all, both, and also which; group III only includes cardinals and so-
called (vague) numerals such as a few, many, one, and three. The three groups have
in common that the partitive PP co-occurring with the quantity itemmust contain a
mass or a plural nominal expression (15), and cannot be quantified itself (16):

(15) a. ∗a group of the man
b. ∗each of the garbage can
c. ∗three of the book

(16) a. ∗a group of some men
b. ∗some of all the men
c. ∗one of few of the beetles

Jackendoff points out that the quantity items in group I and III can be preceded by
an article (17a) and (17c), while those in group II cannot (17b):

(17) a. the group(s) of men
b. ∗the some men
c. the three men

He also observes that definite articles can only appear once in the construction (18a)
versus (18c) and (19a) versus (19c), unless the nominal expression embedded in the
PP contains a relative clause, as in (18d) and (19d):
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(18) a. the group of men
b. a group of the men
c. ∗the group of the men
d. the group of the men that had already left

(19) a. the three men
b. three of the men
c. ∗the three of the men
d. the three of the men you met yesterday

The obvious N status of the quantity nouns in group I is extended to vague numer-
als and weak quantifiers (group III), while strong quantifiers in group II are
analyzed as being Det and N at the same time, since they do not co-occur with
articles and co-occur with the partitive PP. Jackendoff (1968, 428) proposes an
of-deletion transformation for groups II and III, in order to derive simple quantified
expressions such as some men and three men. It is not clear why this transformation
should not apply to group I.

2.1.2 The Simple Noun Phrase Hypothesis
Selkirk (1977) shows that simple quantified expressions and those embedding a
partitive phrase are different and that the latter cannot be transformationally
derived from the former. Her strongest argument is the different result of PP
extraposition in (20). The reason for the ungrammaticality of (20b) should
not be directly attributed to the definiteness of those reviews (given that (20c)
is perfectly acceptable) but to a violation of the cycle, which does not occur
in (20a):

(20) a. Two reviews have been reprinted of Helen’s first symphony.
b. ∗Two of those reviews have been reprinted of Helen’s first symphony.
c. Those reviews have been reprinted of Helen’s first symphony.

This suggests that the quantified expression in (21a), parallel to (20a), is structurally
simpler than the one in (21b), which is parallel to (20b):

(21) a. Two reviews of Helen’s first symphony have been reprinted.
b. Two of those reviews of Helen’s first symphony have been reprinted.

A similar argument is given by Milner (1978, 71) for French. While extraction out
of the partitive PP is ungrammatical in (22), extraction out of the constituent that
follows the quantifier in (23) is possible. This implies that the XP in (23) cannot
be the PP we find in (22). Note that this also holds of (23b) in spite of the presence
of the preposition de:

(22) ∗C’est de Zola que j’ai lu [deux [PP des livres [PP de Zola]]].
it is of Zola that I have read two of-the books

(23) a. C’est de Zola que j’ai lu [deux [XP livres [PP de Zola]]].
it is of Zola that I have read two books
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b. C’est de Zola que j’ai lu [beaucoup [XP de livres [PP de Zola]]].
it is of Zola that I have read many of books

The conclusion that the nominal constituent following the quantifier (henceforth
“quantitative phrase”) is different from the partitive PP is confirmed by the fact that
they cannot be coordinated, as shown in French (24):

(24) a. J’ai reçu beaucoup de voisins et d’ amis.
I have received many of neighbours and of friends

b. J’ai reçu beaucoup de mes voisins et de mes amis.
I have received many of my neighbours and of my friends

c. ∗J’ai reçu beaucoup de mes voisins et d’ amis.

Milner (1978, 81 ff.) suggests that in (23), the quantitative phrase livres or de livres is
anN’, while the partitive phrase des livres is anN”. This is also shown by the fact that
personal pronouns, which are certainly full nominal expressions (N” in the theory
of the time), can only appear as partitive phrases and not as quantitative phrases, as
shown by French in (25):

(25) un de nous/vous/eux
one of us/you/them

A further argument against the Hidden Partitive Hypothesis is discussed in Belletti
(1979, 1546). The two Italian sentences in (26) have different semantic properties.
In (26a), the books that have been read are five and coincide with the books that
have been lent. In (26b), the books that have been read are a subset of the books
that have been lent, which are presupposed to be more than five:

(26) a. Ho letto cinque libri che mi avevi prestato.
b. Ho letto cinque dei libri che mi avevi prestato.

[I] have read five (of the) books that [you] to.me had lent

If the two constructions in (1) and (6) do not have a common deep structure, the
status of the first part of the construction with a partitive phrase remains unknown.
Contra Jackendoff (1968), Jackendoff (1977, 110 ff.) adopts the Simple Noun Phrase
Hypothesis and analyzes many as a determiner under N”, introducing a null N in
the partitive construction, as in (27):

(27) [N” [Q”’ many] [N’ [N PRO] of [N”’ the men]]]

A similar structure is suggested for Italian by Rizzi (1979), with the difference that
the partitive PP is not included under N’, but at a higher level:

(28) [N” [Det uno] [N’ e] [P” dei tuoi libri]]

Rizzi’s analysis is based on phonosyntactic evidence from Italian. In (29a) and (28b),
we observe the obligatory truncation of the masculine singular determiner uno > un
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when it precedes a consonant such as [l]. Note that this occurs both when uno
immediately precedes the noun as in (29a) and when it precedes the prenominal
adjective, as in (29b). In (29c), where ne occurs, the determiner can only have the
form uno, independently of the presence of the adjective. This is analyzed by Rizzi
as evidence that truncation does not occur when the determiner is followed by an
empty category. The ungrammaticality of (29d) would be unexpected if newas only
resuming the noun. Rizzi concludes that ne is an N’, and the adjective that co-occurs
with it is postnominal, attached at a higher level (see section 4.3 for further
discussion):

(29) a. Ho letto un∗(o) libro lunghissimo.
[I] have read a book very.long

b. Ho letto un∗(o) lunghissimo libro.
[I] have read a very.long book

c. Ne ho letto uno [ne] (lunghissimo).
[I] NE have read one very.long

d. ∗Ne ho letto un lunghissimo [ne].
[I] NE have read a very.long

Rizzi extends the analysis to partitive PPs, with which truncation never occurs in
Italian, showing that there is an empty category between the determiner and the
partitive PP:

(30) Ho letto un∗(o) [e] dei tuoi libri.
[I] have read one of your books

Milner (1978, 83 ff.) further points out that the quantifier occurringwith the partitive
phrase must be a pronoun, not a determiner, in the pairs quelque/quelques-uns
‘some’ and chaque/chacun ‘each’. The same is true in Italian (31):

(31) a. ogni/qualche ragazzo vs. ∗ognun/∗qualcun ragazzo
each/some boy

b. ∗ogni/∗qualche di loro vs. ognuno/qualcuno di loro
each/some of them

Other pronominal forms can co-occur with the partitive phrase, such as celui or
lequel in French, as in (32):

(32) a. Celui des livres de Zola que j’ai lu.
the one of-the books of Zola that I have read

b. Lequel de ces livres avez-vous lu?
which of these books have you read?

In certain contexts, the noun in N” is explicit, like peintures in French (33):

(33) [N” Quatre peintures] de celles qui avaient été volées ont été
four pictures of those that.AGR had been stolen have been

retrouvées.
refound
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The quantitative clitic en can co-occur with a partitive phrase, as in French (34):

(34) a. J’en ai pris un kilo de celles-ci.
b. J’en ai pris dix de celles-ci.
c. J’en ai pris beaucoup de celles-ci.

I EN have taken a kilo/ten/many of these

In conclusion, EST studies have arrived at an important generalization: the quan-
titative phrase must be distinguished from the partitive phrase, thus arguing in
favour of the answer in (14b).

2.2 GB proposals

Government and Binding approaches are driven by the search for general principles
of UG that constrain movement of constituents and the occurrence of anaphoric ele-
ments. Phrase-structure issues are no more crucial in this period and remain in the
background. Quantified expressions in French, Italian, andDutch become a focus of
general interest because the extraction of the quantitative clitic is constrained by the
general principles of Government and Binding (see Belletti and Rizzi 1981; Burzio
1986). The core cases are given for Italian in (35)–(37). (35) shows that extraction of
ne is impossible from a preverbal subject, and an empty category is found instead. In
(36) ne is obligatory if it binds an empty category in object position. The selected
direct object in (36) contrasts with the adverbial phrase in (37):

(35) a. Tre settimane passano rapidamente.
three weeks elapse rapidly

b. ∗Tre [ne] ne passano rapidamente.
Three NE elapse rapidly

c. Tre [e] passano rapidamente.
Three elapse rapidly

(36) a. Gianni trascorrerà tre settimane a Milano.
Gianni will spend three weeks in Milan

b. Gianni ne trascorrerà tre [ne] a Milano.
Gianni NE will spend three in Milan

c. ∗Gianni trascorrerà tre [e] a Milano.
Gianni will spend three in Milan

(37) a. Gianni è rimasto tre settimane a Milano.
Gianni remained three weeks in Milan

b. ∗Gianni ne è rimasto tre [ne] a Milano.
Gianni NE remained three in Milan

c. ∗Gianni è rimasto tre [e] a Milano.
Gianni remained three in Milan

Belletti and Rizzi (1981) reduce the [e] versus ne alternation in (35)–(37) to general
requirements of Proper Binding (see Fiengo 1974). In the case of subjects, ne does not
c-command its trace, hence the ungrammaticality of (35b). In the case of objects, ne
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c-commands its trace, hence the grammaticality of (36b). In the case of adjuncts, ne
extraction causes a Subjacency violation, hence the ungrammaticality of (37b). As
for the distribution of the null category [e] inside the quantified expression, Belletti
and Rizzi take it to be PRO (as originally proposed by Kayne 1979, appendix). It is
allowed in subject position (35c), but forbidden in object and adjunct position,
where it is governed by the verb, (36c) and (37c).

In Italian, postverbal subjects of unaccusative verbs behave like objects, as
expected:

(38) a. Sono passate tre settimane.
are elapsed three weeks

b. Ne sono passate tre [ne].
c. ∗Sono passate tre [e].

With postverbal subjects of transitive and intransitive verbs, neither [e] nor ne are
possible, the former because it is governed by the verb, the latter because it causes a
violation of Subjacency:

(39) a. Hanno parlato tre ragazze.
have spoken three girls

b. ∗Ne hanno parlato tre [ne].
c. ∗Hanno parlato tre [e].

In PPs, ne is ungrammatical, and the null category is marginal:

(40) a. Mi sono concentrato su alcuni problemi.
[I] concentrated on some problems

b. ∗(Di questi problemi,) me ne sono concentrato su alcuni [ne].
(of these problems) [I] NE concentrated on some

c. ?(Di questi problemi,) mi sono concentrato su alcuni [e].
(of these problems) [I] concentrated on some

(40b) represents a violation of Subjacency; [e] in (40c) is marginally accepted due to
the non-governing nature of the preposition. In sections 4–5 we will come back to
the nature of the empty category and its interpretation.

Belletti and Rizzi’s analysis of Italian can be extended to Czech, where the gen-
itive clitic jich can be extracted from subjects and objects, as in Toman (1986, 131):

(41) a. Tehdy jich nêpolik podepsalo ten dopis.
then of.them some signed that letter
‘Then some of them signed that letter.’

b. Tehdy jich Petr nalezl pêt.
then of.them Petr found five
‘Then Peter found five of them.

Czech has second-position clitics. Hence, the clitic c-commands its trace even when
it is extracted from the subject position.
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2.3 The functional structure of quantified expressions

At the end of the 1980s, the study of the internal structure of noun phrases became a
focus of research based on awider set of languages, including Hungarian (Szabolcsi
1987), Hebrew (Ritter 1988), and Romanian (Grosu 1988), among many others. The
major topic of this research is the investigation of functional heads inside the nom-
inal expression, which is parallel in many respects to the structure of the sentence.
A related trend of research follows Cinque (1994), in taking adnominal adjectives to
fill functional specifiers parallel to adverbs in the clause. Both issues are central to
the internal structure of quantitative and partitive phrases, since in the approaches
reviewed earlier, the distinction between determiners and adjectives was not clear,
and quantifiers were considered to be part of this large class of prenominal
modifiers.

2.3.1 The DP hypothesis
Abney (1987, 271) places quantifiers in D, namely in a head position. In order to
derive their co-occurrence with possessors in Hungarian (42) (also see Szabolcsi
1987) and their (almost) complementary distribution with possessors in English
(43), Abney proposes the constraint in (44), which applies to English, but not to
Hungarian:

(42) a. Peter minden kalapja
b. Peter ezen/azon kalapja
c. Peter valamennyi kalapja
d. Peter mindket kalapja
e. Peter semelyik kalapja

(43) a. John’s every wish
b. ∗John’s this/that wish
c. ∗John’s each wish
d. ∗John’s both wishes
e. ∗John’s neither wish

(44) Agr in D does not co-occur with lexical determiners.

Abney also proposes that other quantifiers are adjectives that occupy a head posi-
tion lower than D and higher than descriptive adjectives, as in (45) (Abney 1987,
287, 312):

(45) [DP these [QP exceedingly [Q’ many [AP very beautiful [NP women]]]]]

The position ofmany in (45) is also assumed for cardinals and other quantifiers and
supported by a parallel between quantifiers and comparative adjectives which also
co-occur with a partitive PP. Abney (1987, 344) takes this PP to be the complement
of an empty N that is in the complement of Q in (46) or of comparative A in (47)
(Abney’s example (413)):

(46) [DP [D many] [NP [N e] [of the women]]]
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(47) [DP the [AP better [NP [N e] [of the two]]]]

The parallel between comparative and superlative structures, on the one hand, and
partitive structures, on the other, is not new in the literature. Bresnan (1973) and
Milner (1978, 121) had, however, suggested that the partitive phrase is the comple-
ment of the degree morpheme and not of the adjective or of the noun. Evidence
for this is the fact that the partitive PP does not appear to form a constituent with
the NP, either with a superlative (48a) or with a quantifier (48b):

(48) a. ∗Books of those you lent me, I’ve read only the best.
b. ∗Books of those you lent me, I’ve read only some.

Furthermore, while in (49), the partitive PP can co-occur with the lexical nouns, in
(50) it cannot occur with a quantifier preceded by a determiner (irrespective of the
position of the lexical noun):

(49) a. the best books of those you lent me
b. many books of those you lent me

(50) a. ∗the many books of those you lent me
b. ∗the many of the books you lent me

The data in (48b), (49b), and (50a) are problematic for all approaches that claim that
the partitive PP forms a constituent with the quantitative phrase, as wewill observe
in section 3.

2.3.2 The QP hypothesis
Although not interested in the internal structure of quantified expressions,
Sportiche (1988) is the first to propose that a quantifier is external to the nominal
expression. Sportiche claims that the universal quantifier is adjoined to NP. This
proposal, interacting with the hypothesis that the subject is generated VP-internally
(Koopman and Sportiche 1985; 1991), provides a derivational analysis of floating
quantifiers (see Quantifier-Float), as in French (51):

(51) a. [IP [NP Les enfants] ont [VP [NP tous [NP les enfants]] vu ce film]].
b. [IP [NP The children] have [VP [NP all [NP the children]] seen this film]].

In (51), the discontinuous order of the quantified expression is derived by move-
ment of the subject from the VP-internal position to SpecIP, leaving the quantifier
in its merge position.

Adopting the DP hypothesis, Shlonsky (1991) for Hebrew and Giusti (1991a) for
Italian rephrase Sportiche’s proposal by suggesting that the quantifier is the head of
a QP projection which embeds DP. In addition to the discontinuous order in (51)
(see also (53), (62), and (77) below), they observe that the quantifier and the rest
of the constituent can also appear in an inverted order (see (52a) and (54)–(57)
and (60)–(61) below for different languages). The QP hypothesis provides a
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left-edge to which the DP can move as in (52a), obtaining the inverted order, and
through which the DP can extract, as in (52b), obtaining the discontinuous order:

(52) a. [QP DP [Q’ Q DP]] inverted order
b. DP … [QP DP [Q’ Q DP]] discontinuous order

The fact that the two options in (52) are never foundwith other determiners is one of
the crucial reasons to assume that Q is a head external to the DP and not filling the
head D.
Shlonsky (1991) motivates his proposal on the basis of the agreement marking

that appears on the head Q in Hebrew when the DP is moved to the left, leaving
Q in situ, as in (53b):

(53) a. [QP kol [DP ha-yeladim]] yašnu.
all the children slept

b. [DP ha-yeladim] yašnu [QP ha-yeladim [Q’ kulam [DP ha-yeladim]]].
the children slept all

In Hebrew, the agreeing form is also found when SpecQP is the final landing site of
the DP, producing an inverted order inside the QP:

(54) a. [QP kol [DP ha-yeladim]] ʔohavim le-saxek.
all the children love to play

b. [QP [DP ha-yeladim] [Q’ kulam [DP ha-yeladim]]] ʔohavim le-saxek.
the children all love to play

Giusti (1991a) extends Shlonsky’s movement analysis to personal pronouns which
occur before the quantifier in various languages, such as French (55), English (56),
and optionally Italian (57):

(55) a. ∗[QP [Q’ tous [DP eux]]]
b. [QP [DP eux] [Q’ tous [DP eux]]]

(56) a. ∗[QP [Q’ all [DP them]]]
b. [QP [DP them] [Q’ all [DP them]]]

(57) a. [QP [Q’ tutti [DP loro]]]
b. [QP [DP loro] [Q’ tutti [DP loro]]]

The two possible orders in Italian favor different readings: the inverted order favors
a collective reading, while the basic order allows both collective and distributive
reading.
In Italian, if the pronoun is a clitic, it moves out of the QP giving rise to discon-

tinuous order:

(58) Li ho visti [QP tutti [DP li]].
[I] them have seen all
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Extraction out of QP (discontinuous order) and movement to specQP (inverted
order) is not restricted to universal quantifiers. Giusti (1990) shows that so-called
Split Topicalization in Germanic (see van Riemsdijk 1989; also see Split Topicaliza-
tion) is a sort of quantifier floating construction, which is allowed from both subject
and object positions:2

(59) a. Kinder haben [QP viele [DP Kinder]] angerufen.
children have many called

b. Kinder habe ich [QP viele [DP Kinder]] getroffen.
children have I many met

Giusti (1994) further shows that in Hebrew, the agreement phenomenon seen in
(53)–(54) above is also found with existential quantifiers, as in (60):

(60) a. [QP meat [DP yeladim]]/[QP meat [DP yeladot]] ʔohavim le-saxek.
few boys few girls love to play

b. [QP [DP yeladim] [Q’ meatim [DP yeladim]]]/[QP [DP yeladot]
boys few.M.PL/ girls

[Q’ meatot [DP yeladot]]] ʔohavim le-saxek.
few.F.PL love to play

‘Few boys/few girls love to play.’

In Romanian, DP-movement to SpecQP (inverted order) is found with both univer-
sal and existential quantifiers, provided the DP is not modified:

(61) a. Am văzut [QP [DP copiii] [Q’ toţi [DP copiii]]].
[I] have seen children-the all

b. Am văzut [QP [DP copii] [Q’ mulţi [DP copii]]].
[I] have seen children many

Parallel to what has been noted for (57) above, a collective reading is preferred in the
inverted order. This may be the cause of the incompatibility of the inverted order
with individual-level predicates (cf. ∗copii mulţi sunt inteligenţi ‘students many are
intelligent’ suggested to us by an anonymous reviewer).

Finally, the proposal that universal and existential quantifiers project a similar
structure allows Cardinaletti and Giusti (1992; 2006) to analyze Italian quantitative
ne in (62) as pronominalizing a DP (see section 4.4.2 below), parallel to accusative li
(them.M) in (58):

(62) Ne ho visti [QP molti [DP ne]].
[I] NE have seen many

Giusti’s hypothesis that universal and existential quantifiers are heads embedding
a DP and projecting a Specifier (opposite to determiners and adjectives, which
are internal to DP) can account in a principled way for (53)–(62), which would
otherwise appear idiosyncratic.

Cardinaletti and Giusti (1992; 2006) propose that Qs are (semi-)lexical categories
with selectional properties. Existential quantifiers have a dyadic argument structure
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with two internal arguments: the indefinite DP (called quantitative DP) and the par-
titive PP: 3

(63) [QP [Q’ [Q’ many [DP boys]] [PP of those that you met yesterday]]]

This analysis is motivated by the fact that the selectional properties of Q determine
both the features on the quantitative DP and the occurrence of the partitive PP. For
example, universal quantifiers such as tutti ‘all’ and entrambi ‘both’ select a definite
DP as in tutti i ragazzi ‘all the boys’, and do not select a partitive PP as in ∗tutti dei
ragazzi ‘all of the boys’.4 Existential quantifiers such as molti ‘many’ and alcuni
‘some’ and distributive quantifiers such as ogni ‘every’ and ciascun(o) ‘each’ can
select both a quantitative DP and a partitive PP, as inmolti ragazzi di quelli che conosco
‘many boys of those I know’ and ogni ragazzo di quelli che conosco ‘every boy of
those I know’.
Another piece of evidence in favour of (63) is the particular English construction

given in (65), wheremany occurs at the left side of a determiner, parallel to all in (64),
and differently from many in (2a’) above:

(64) a. all the good students
b. all the other men

(65) a. many a good student 5

b. many another man

Similarly, in the Ladin construction discussed in Benincà and Haiman (1992) and
reported in (66a), from Badiot, and (66b), from Gardena, the quantifier øna/una
co-occurs with the indefinite determiner na:

(66) a. Da øna na skwadra (eson pasa a trèj).
from one a team ([we] passed to three)
‘From a team we grew to three.’

b. (l’èrt kuntsètuala), una na rama dl èrt visiva
(the art conceptual), one a branch of-the art visual
‘conceptual art, one branch of visual art’

The data in (65) and (66) can be captured in structure (63) in a parallel way to
universal quantifiers, which occur with a definite determiner, compare (67a) and
(67b, 67c):

(67) a. [QP [Q all] [DP [D the] [NP men]]]
b. [QP [Q many] [DP [D a] [NP man]]]
c. [QP [Q øna] [DP [D na] [NP skwadra]]]

In simple quantified expressions such as many men, the additional, quite costless
assumption is that a null indefinite determiner occurs in the DP complement of
an existential Q, as in (68):

(68) [QP [Q many] [DP [D Ø] [NP men]]]
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Universal quantifiers can also co-occur with a null determiner in English (69a), but
this is not possible in many other languages, for example Italian (69b), in which the
definite determiner is obligatory:

(69) a. [QP [Q all] [DP [D Ø] [… [NP men]]]] are mortal.
b. [QP [Q tutti] [DP [D gli] [… [NP uomini]]]] sono mortali.

The null determiner in (69a) is the same found in kind-referring nominal expres-
sions, hence it is independent of the presence of the quantifier (see Matthewson
2001). This null determiner is very restricted in Italian (see Longobardi 1994;
Chierchia 1998) (see also Bare Nouns).

Summarizing the results of this section, the QP hypothesis claims that Q is a head
external to DP and projects a full QP. This hypothesis accounts for the facts in (70),
which build a diagnostics for the Q status of a quantity item:

(70) Diagnostics for quantifiers:
a. Qs can precede (definite or indefinite) articles.
b. Different classes of Qs correlate with the (in)definiteness of the embeddedDP.
c. Qs can co-occur with pronouns.
d. Qs allow leftward movement of the DP to an immediately adjacent position

which builds a constituent with Q and can straightforwardly be analyzed as
SpecQP.

e. Qs can occur in discontinuous position in a number of languages, unlike
nominal modifiers and determiners.

f. Qs can co-occur with partitive PPs.

2.3.3 The AP hypothesis
The QP hypothesis does not capture the fact that some quantity items can be pre-
ceded by a determiner, as in the many boys (2a’). These items can be analyzed as
adjectives occurring in the specifier of a functional projection (AgrP) inside the
DP, as in (71) (see Giusti 1991a; 1993):

(71) [DP the [AgrP [QAP many]… [NP boys]]]

This hypothesis is strictly syntactic and does not aim at deriving the weak (adjec-
tival) versus strong (proportional) reading of quantifiers, in the sense of Milsark
(1977). In fact, not all weak quantifiers can appear after a determiner and, vice versa,
not all strong quantifiers are ungrammatical after a determiner. Furthermore, not all
quantity items behave like many in having a double categorial status as quantifier
and adjective.

First, not all weak quantifiers can be adjectives. A weak quantifier like some,
which appears in there-sentences in (72a), cannot occur with the determiner (72b)
(see (4a)), differently from many and cardinals:

(72) a. There are many/three/some students.
b. The many/three/∗some students that I know are all lazy.
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Second, in some languages strong quantifiers can occur after a determiner, unlike
all, both, most in English (see (3a, 3a’)).
In German (73b) and Dutch (73c), for example, the counterparts of the English

strong quantifier most in (73a) are adjectival in nature. Meisten in (73b) and meeste
in (73c) clearly display adjectival morphology and must be preceded by a (definite)
determiner:

(73) a. (∗The) most children are nice.
b. Die meisten Kinder sind nett.
c. De meeste kinderen zijn aardig.

This is also the case of the German universal quantity adjective ganzen ‘all’ in (74a)
and can be the case of beide ‘both’ in (74b):

(74) a. Die ganzen Kinder sind da.
the all children are here

b. Die beiden Kinder sind da.
the both children are here

While in German, ganz can only have adjectival status (75a),6 beide(n) is ambiguous
between A and Q status (75b):

(75) a. ∗Ganze Kinder sind da.
b. Beide Kinder sind da.

Giusti (1993, 103) derives the lack of a determiner following the quantifier beide in
(75b) through incorporation of the morphology on D to Q when Q and D are adja-
cent, as represented in (76a). This is clear with all in German, which may be unin-
flected when D is overt, as in (76b), can incorporate the morphology in D, as in (76c)
parallel to (76a), or can have independent morphology from the overt definite arti-
cle, as in (76d):

(76) a. [QP beid- [DP [D -e] [NP Kinder]]]
b. [QP all [DP [D die] [NP Kinder]]]
c. [QP all- [DP [D -e] [NP Kinder]]]
d. [QP alle [DP [D die] [NP Kinder]]]

This proposal is supported by the fact that when the DP is extracted out of the quan-
tified expression, as in German (77a), the determiner must be overt. It is reasonable
to extend the same analysis to English (77b):

(77) a. [DP Die Kinder] sind [QP [DP die Kinder] [Q‘ beide [DP die Kinder]]] da.
b. [DP The children] are [QP [DP the children] [Q’ both [DP the children]]] here.

The idiosyncrasy in the categorial status of quantity items across languages is
expected under the hypothesis that the category of these elements is independent
of their universal versus existential meaning. In each language, a given quantity
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item is assigned either category or both. What is correctly expected is that the syn-
tactic behavior of the item directly depends on its categorial status and not on its
semantic value.

Romanian provides an interesting minimal pair (see Giusti 1991b; 1993; 1995).
Dual universal quantity can be expressed either by a quantifier, amîndoi, or by a
quantity adjective, ambii. Amîndoi is parallel to toţi ‘all’ in embedding a full definite
DP, while ambii is a prenominal adjective.7 In (78) we observe that the enclitic article
is on the noun (78a) or on the prenominal adjective (78b), but never on the quantifier
(78c). This shows that amîndoi and toţi are not part of the extended projection of the
noun; rather, they immediately embed a DP:

(78) a. Au venit amîndoi / toţi băieţii frumoşi.
have arrived both / all boys-the nice

b. Au venit amîndoi / toţi frumoşii băieţi.
have arrived both / all nice-the boys

c. ∗Au venit amîndoii / toţii băieţi (frumoşi).
have arrived both-the / all-the boys nice

Quite the opposite holds in Romanian of the quantity adjective ambii, which is
always inflected for the enclitic article ((79b), (79c)). It behaves like other prenominal
adjectives such as biet ‘poor’, which must also bear the definite article in definite
descriptions. Parallel to bieţii, ambii precedes other prenominal modifiers as in (79c):

(79) a. ∗Au venit ambi/bieţi băieţii (frumoşi).
have arrived both/poor boys-the nice

b. Au venit ambii/bieţii băieţi (frumoşi).
c. Au venit ambii/bieţii (frumoşi) băieţi.

have arrived both-the/poor-the nice boys

The combination of the QP hypothesis and the AP hypothesis predicts the co-
occurrence of two quantity items in one and the same nominal expression, as in Ital-
ian (80) and English (81). The proposal is also sufficiently restricted to predict the
ungrammaticality of some logically possible combinations, as in Italian (82):

(80) a. tutti questi duecentoquaranta/molti(ssimi) compiti da correggere
b. entrambi questi due ragazzi

(81) a. all these two hundred and forty/very many tests to check
b. some twenty tests to check
c. no two tests

(82) a. tutti questi (∗alcuni) compiti da correggere
b. all these (∗some) tests to check
c. twenty (∗some) children
d. two (∗no) tests

In this line of analysis, the reason for the ungrammaticality of (82) is not (necessar-
ily) the semantic incompatibility between the two quantity items. It is rather the fact
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that Italian alcuni and English some and no are not adjectives and cannot appear
inside the DP.
Quantity adjectives inside the partitive PP in (83) do not produce a violation of the

partitive constraint (see Jackendoff 1972; Ladusaw 1982;Wilkinson 1991; Hoeksema
1996; Barker 1998; de Hoop 1997, among others), found with quantifiers in (84) (see
(16) above, and Casadio 1995, fn. 3). This holds both in Italian (83a), (83c), (84a), and
(84c) and in English (83b), (83d), (84b), and (84 s):

(83) a. molti di questi duecentoquaranta compiti da correggere
b. many of these two hundred and forty tests to check
c. tre delle poche mele che ho
d. three of the few apples that I have

(84) a. ∗molti di duecentoquaranta compiti da correggere
b. ∗many of two hundred and forty tests to check
c. ∗tre di poche mele (che ho)
d. ∗three of few apples (that I have)

The diagnostics provided in (70) for quantifiers do not hold for quantity adjectives.
When quantifiers are in object position in Italian, they allow for the extraction of a
clitic pronoun, as observed in (62). This possibility does not arise with other modi-
fiers of the noun, because the clitic resumes a full DP: quantity adjectives, as in (85b),
give the same result as other adjectives in (85a). Note that ne-extraction is allowed
across a definite article in (85c), where ne binds a genitive PP:

(85) a. ∗Ne/∗Li ho comprati (gli) interessanti [ne/li].
[I] NE/them have bought (the) interesting

b. ∗Ne/∗Li ho comprati i tre/molti [ne/li].
[I] NE/them have bought the three/many

c. Ne ho letto i racconti [PP ne].
[I] CL have read the short stories

If floating is the result of DP movement, as claimed by Sportiche (1988) and Giusti
(1990) among others, it is predicted that in Romanian only the quantifiers amîndoi
and toţi, but not the adjective ambii (see (78)–(79) above), occur in floating
constructions:

(86) Băieţii frumoşi au venit amîndoi / toţi / ∗ambi(i).
children-the nice have arrived both / all / both

As in (61) above, Romanian allows a postnominal position of the quantifier. If this is
due to movement of DP to SpecQP, we expect that only amîndoi and toţi, but not
ambii, can be postnominal. (87b) shows that ambi(-i) behaves like the prenominal
adjective bieţi(-i):

(87) a. noi amîndoi / toţi
we both / all
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b. ∗noi ambi(-i) / bieţi(i)
we both(-the) / poor(-the)

Slavic languages provide a different set of phenomena that distinguish between
quantifiers and quantity adjectives, as discussed in Giusti and Leko (1996; 2001)
and Leko (2009) for Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian. In (88a), the quantifier mnogo
‘many’ appears with a genitive DP (studenata) or strong pronoun (njih). In (88b),
ih is clitic and must be extracted out of QP:

(88) a. Vidio sam mnogo studenata/ njih.
[I] saw CLF.AUX many students.GEN.PL/ them.GEN.PL

b. Vidio sam ih mnogo.
[I] saw CLF.AUX them.CLF.GEN.PL many
“I saw a lot of them.”

This is not the case of quantity adjectives in Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian, which do
not assign Case and agree with the following noun as in (89a). In (89b) and (89c), it is
shown that a quantity adjective cannot occur with a pronoun, irrespective of its
strong or clitic nature. It can only occur in an elliptical construction without the
noun (89d). Note that the forms jih and njih are ambiguously genitive and accusa-
tive plural:

(89) a. Vidio sam mnoge studente.
[I] saw CLF.AUX many.ACC.PL students.ACC. PL

b. ∗Vidio sam mnoge njih.
[I] saw CLF.AUX many.ACC.PL them.GEN/ACC.PL

c. ∗Vidio sam ih mnoge.
[I] saw CLF.AUX them.CLF.GEN/ACC.PL many.ACC.PL

d. Vidio sam mnoge.
[I] saw CLF.AUX many.ACC.PL

Thus, despite its being an articleless language, Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian supports
our argument based on co-occurrence with a pronoun and clitic extraction in (85)
above, providing a further reason to believe that it is not the presence of an article
that blocks clitic extraction in Romance.

A parallel argument can be built for German. In (90) quantifiers such as alle and
beide can occur with a pronoun, while the adjective ganze cannot:

(90) wir alle / wir beide / ∗wir ganze(n)
we all / we both / we all

Finally, quantity adjectives such as tre and molti in (91a) do not select a partitive PP
(see the discussion on (50) above), contrary to their quantifier homonyms in (91b):

(91) a. ∗questi tre/molti dei partecipanti
these three/many of the participants

b. tre/molti dei partecipanti
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To summarize, we have seen that only some quantity items can occur in adjectival
position. The possibility to be merged in such a position is due to their categorial
status, which must be listed in the lexicon. In (92), we give the diagnostics for quan-
tity adjectives, to be contrasted with the diagnostics for quantifiers provided in (70):

(92) Diagnostics for quantity adjectives:
a. Quantity adjectives are preceded by a determiner (in languages that have a

definite article).
b. Quantity adjectives cannot occur with (overt or covert) pronouns.
c. Quantity adjectives do not allow extraction of the part of the DP that does

not contain them.
d. Quantity adjectives cannot appear in discontinuous position (in languages

in which adjectives cannot do so).
e. Quantity adjectives do not co-occur with a partitive PP.

2.3.4 A unified hypothesis
Given the discussion so far, the unification of many in many boys (see (1a)) and the
many boys (see (2a’)) under the same label/position is not straightforward and
requires argumentation. This is provided by Zamparelli (1995; 2000), who proposes
the split DP structure8 in (93), designed to capture the different interpretive proper-
ties of several types of determiners as classified in the semantic tradition of Milsark
(1977) and Barwise and Cooper (1981):

(93) [SDP SD [PDP PD [KIP KI [… [NP N]]]]]

The structure in (93) provides different positions for different kinds of determiners.
SDP (strong determiner phrase) is the projection where both strong determiners,
like demonstratives and the definite article, and strong quantifiers both, most, every,
and each are directly inserted. PDP (predicative determiner phrase) is the projection
where the indefinite article a and weak quantifiers such as cardinals, vague numer-
als like many, few, and some are inserted. KIP (kind phrase) is the projection that
denotes kinds, which includes all adjectival modifiers of the noun. The labels
“strong determiner” and “predicative determiner” collocate Zamparelli in the
semantic tradition of Milsark (1977) according to which strong quantifiers are
determiners, while weak quantifiers are modifiers.
The head and specifiers of SDP and PDP are filled only once. Cardinals and arti-

cles are taken to be heads, while all other simple and complex determiners are taken
to be in the specifier of the relevant projection. Complex determiners can be formed
by a quantifier modified by an adverbial, as in exactly three, by a determiner and
an adjective, as in a certain and the first, or by two quantifiers as in some twenty
(see Zamparelli 2000, 262).
The immediate appeal of (93) is that it creates a direct syntax–semantics mapping

of the well-known semantic properties of quantifiers. The ambiguity between
the strong and weak reading of existential quantifiers (i.e., cardinals and vague
numerals) is accounted for by assuming that they are inserted in PDP, where they
trigger the weak reading, and that they can bemoved to SDPwhere they trigger the
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strong reading. Those quantifiers which only trigger the strong reading are
directly inserted in SDP. Thus, a cardinal is first inserted in the head of PDP and
then moved to the head of SDP to obtain the strong reading, while a vague numeral
is first inserted in SpecPDP and then moved to SpecSDP to obtain the strong
reading.

In line with Longobardi (1994), Zamparelli (2000, 121) assumes that nominal
expressions in argument positions have the complete SDP structure. In (94), we
observe three possible cases in object position. In (94a) we see a strong nominal
expression, in (94b) a weak nominal expression, and in (94c) a bare plural (also
see Bare Nouns):

(94) a. I am looking for [SDP every [PDP PD[sing] [KIP… man]]].
b. I am looking for [SDP SD [PDP two [KIP… people]]].
c. I am looking for [SDP SD [PDP PD[plural] [KIP… people]]].

In (94a), the strong quantifier every inside SDP licenses the empty PD and identifies
its [sing] feature. In (94b), the weak interpretation is obtained by keeping the quan-
tifier in PDP. SD is empty and licensed by the verb. In (94c), the null SD is licensed
and identified by the verb as in (94b), but the null PD cannot be identified by the null
SD. The identification of PD is obtained by proposing that PDP is predicated of SDP
and that a null SD, if licensed, can identify a [plural] (or [mass]) feature in PD but not
a [singular] feature, thereby deriving the ungrammaticality of singular bare nouns
in argument position (cf. ∗I am looking for man).

Zamparelli does not discuss how a null SD is licensed in subject position with
stage-level predicates, as in (95), which admit a weak interpretation:

(95) a. [SDP SD [PDP Many/three [KIP students]]] have passed the exam.
b. [SDP SD [PDP Molti/tre [KIP studenti]]] hanno superato l’esame.

In this discussion, the English–Italian contrast arising in subject position (96), where
bare nouns are not possible in Italian (see Longobardi 1994), becomes problematic
especially contrasting (96b) with (95b), where weak quantifiers do not appear
to undergo the same restriction. If a null SD is somehow licensed in Italian (95b)
on a par with English (95a), it should also license PD[plural] in (96b), as it does in
(96c) (parallel to (94c) above), contrary to fact:

(96) a. [SDP SD [PDP PD[plural] [KIP good students]]] have passed the exam.
b. ∗[SDP SD [PDP PD[plural] [KIP bravi studenti]]] hanno superato l’esame.
c. Cerco [SDP SD [PDP PD[plural] [KIP bravi studenti]]].

[I] am looking for good students

An advantage of (93) is that it establishes a correlation between each layer and dif-
ferent types of nominal projections. SDP is the layer of nominal arguments, PDP is
the layer of nominal predicates, and KIP is the layer that refers to Kinds (see (97)).
This tripartition of nominal types finds confirmation in the different morphology of
clitic elements in Italian: SDP is the clitic displaying Agr features such as the
accusative lo, la, li, le; PDP is the uninflected clitic lo which resumes a predicate;
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while KIP corresponds to the quantitative clitic ne (thereby predicting that ne can
only be extracted from weak quantifiers) (see (98)):

(97) a. Gianni conosce [SDP questi [PDP [KIP dottori]]].
G. knows these doctors

b. Gianni è [PDP un [KIP dottore]].
G. is a doctor

c. Gianni conosce [SDP [PDP molti [KIP dottori]]].
G. knows these doctors

(98) a. Gianni li conosce [SDP li]]].
G. them knows

b. Gianni lo è [PDP lo].
G. it is

c. Gianni ne conosce [SDP ne [PDP molti/tre [KIP ne]]].
G. NE knows many/tre

Note that argumental li in (98a) and predicate lo in (98b) move as full projections,
whereas ne is extracted from the quantified expression and therefore needs an
escape hatch. This is provided by SpecSDPwhich is projected and void. The predic-
tion is therefore that ne can only be extracted from weak quantifiers. This is borne
out as regards strong determiners as ogni, ciascuno, and questi in (99b):

(99) a. Gianni ha salutato [SDP ogni/ciascun/questo [PDP [KIP ragazzo]]].
G. greeted each/every/this boy

b. ∗Gianni ne ha salutato [SDP ognuno/ciascuno/questo [PDP [KIP ne]]].
G. NE greeted each.one/every.one/this

The proposal is, however, problematic if we consider that the strong reading is pos-
sible in object position, as in (100a), where the vague numeral and the cardinal
occurs with a partitive PP, and ne can freely extract, as in (100b):

(100) a. Gianni ha salutato molti/tre di quei ragazzi.
G. greeted many/three of those boys

b. Gianni ne ha salutati molti/tre di quelli.
G. NE greeted many/three of those

The sentence in (100b) should be ungrammatical, contrary to fact. When it con-
tains molti, it should be ungrammatical because molti fills specSDP, which should
thus be unavailable as an intermediate landing site for ne-extraction. When it con-
tains tre, which fills the SD head, it should also be ungrammatical because Zam-
parelli (2000, 145) proposes that “the specifiers of a lexically filled SDmax [SDP]
cannot be used as an (intermediate) landing site” to account for the ungrammat-
icality of the structurally parallel ∗Gianni ne ha salutati i molti ‘Gianni NE greeted
the many’.
Zamparelli’s proposal predicts the co-occurrence of an element in SDP and an ele-

ment in PDP, as in (2a’) above, which is attributed the structure in (101a). However,
it cannot account for the unacceptability of (101b), which should have the same
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structure as (101a); also see ∗one a man; ∗each a man; ∗two s’m people (where s’m is the
weak form of some, which Zamparelli assumes to occur in PDP):

(101) a. [SDP these [PDP many [KIP… men]]]
b. ∗[SDP every [PDP a [NP man]]]

To overcome this problem, Zamparelli (2000, 125) proposes the principle of redun-
dancy (102) (his (333)) which rules out the insertion of two quantifiers with the
same function:

(102) Two functional words Fi, Fj within the same DP give an impossible
representation if the meaning of Fi entails the meaning of Fj or vice-versa.

In (101b), everywould be redundant with the weak quantifier a because the univer-
sal entails the existential.

The principle in (102) is, however, too restrictive because it excludes possible com-
binations in English likemany aN seen in (65) above. Note also thatwhile English ∗one
a man is correctly excluded by (102), the same combination is grammatical in Ladin
ønaFEM naFEM ‘one a’, as in (66) above. The general principle of redundancy appears to
be inadequate to capture this kind of cross-linguistic variation. Zamparelli (2000, 126)
accommodates some of these cases under the rubric of “complex determiners,”which
he takes to be in SpecSDP or SpecPDP according to their interpretation, as some
twenty in (81b), where some modifies twenty being synonymous to ‘approximately’
(while the combination ∗twenty s’m is excluded by the principle of redundancy).

Finally, differently from the QP and AP proposals in (63) and (71) respectively,
Zamparelli’s structure (93) cannot directly derive (80) and (81a), where a quantifier
precedes a strong definite determiner which in turn precedes a weak quantifier (cf.
all these many children). To accommodate for this, Zamparelli assumes that all is
adjoined to the Nominal Expression, as originally proposed by Sportiche (1988),
therefore adjoined to SDP.

Ihsane (2008) further develops Zamparelli’s layered DP hypothesis by detailing
the different interpretations of the singular existential determiner un in French and
assigning a different projection to each interpretation. She splits the SDP into SRefP
and QP, thus differentiating strong quantifiers from definite determiners and pro-
nouns. She further splits PDP into PropP and NumP, thus differentiating cardinals
from number features. The first merge position of the lexical item un is Num; to trig-
ger the other interpretations, movement of un to the higher heads is assumed. The
four cases are exemplified below:

(103) a. Mon fils est [NumP un petit coquin].
my son is a little rascal

b. Marie cherche [PropP un [NumP un clown]].
Marie is looking for a clown

c. [PropP Un violoncelliste] a joué [QP une [PropP une [NumP une suite]]]
a cellist has played a suite

aujourd’hui.
today
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d. Jean n’a pas acheté [SRefP un [QP un [PropP un [NumP un livre]]]].
Jean not has not bought a book

Differently from Zamparelli, Ihsane assumes that the minimal structural level for
arguments is PropP (property phrase). The higher levels QP and SRefP (Subject Ref-
erence phrase) are crucially projected only to trigger the relevant interpretations.
The problemswith the licensing of empty inactive projections do not arise. Themost
compelling evidence in favor of the hypothesis of different levels of projections in
different types of Nominal Expressions as in (103) comes from Relativized Minim-
ality effects in QR (quantifier raising) and quantifier scope (see Ihsane 2008 for
detailed discussion; also see Quantifier Scope Ambiguities).
In a line of research according to which nominal expressions are predicate

structures,9 Martí i Girbau (2010) proposes that the quantifier is a QP which starts
as a predicate selecting a NP or a DP as its subject, as shown in (104):

(104) [DP QP D [NumP QP NUM [KP QP F + K [FP NP/DP F QP]]]]

The functional head F raises to a higher functional head K which provides NP/DP
with case features. This complex head is realized as de. The KP is further embedded
in NumP, which is in turn embedded in DP as any other nominal expression. The
QP ismoved step by step to the specifiers of the above projections. The advantage of
the proposal is a unified structure for all types of quantified expressions, with or
without the definite determiner, with or without the partitive PP, and all types
of quantity items, including uninflected força ‘quite a lot’, quantity nouns as in
un munt ‘a pile’, and complex determiners like uns quaranta ‘approximately forty’.
Quantifiers are specified in the lexicon for the NP or DP category of their argument.
Cases like many boys are obtained when NP is selected, while many of the boys is
obtained by selecting a DP. Quantifiers like mults ‘many’ and cardinals have the
double option, while other quantifiers such as força and poques ‘few’ lack the DP
option.

2.4 Conclusions

In section 2, we have presented an overview of the major trends of research on the
syntax of quantified expressions in generative grammar. The studies presented so
far have deepened the insight into the upper portion of the quantified structure. In
what follows, we will focus on the lower portion of the quantified expression which
contains the lexical content.

3 Partitive phrases

In this section we distinguish a “genuine” partitive PP, which occurs with existen-
tial and distributive quantifiers, from other of-PPs that induce a “kind” interpreta-
tion and a “collective” interpretation.We also show that in some cases, partitive PPs
are headed by other prepositions, which are lexically partitive and do not need to
co-occur with a quantifier to induce the partitive interpretation.
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3.1 The “genuine” partitive PP

In this section, we address the question in (11b). “Do the sentences in (1) and (6),
repeated here as (105), have the same structure or different structures?”

(105) a. three/many [boys]
b. three/many [of the boys]

As observed in section 2.1.2, in the late 1970s it was already noted that the quanti-
tative phrase boys in (105a) and the partitive phrase of the boys in (105b) are different
constituents. They behave differently with respect to movements of various kinds
(see (20), (22), (23)), cannot be coordinated (24), and have different semantics (26);
furthermore, only the presence of the partitive PP is bound to the presence of a
quantifier.

Abney (1987) suggests that the PP is the complement of the quantified N (also
see Boivin 2005, fn. 13). However, in (48)–(50) above we have already seen evi-
dence against the idea that the partitive PP is part of the quantitative phrase
(as a complement or an immediate modifier of N). Similar evidence can be con-
structed on the basis of Italian left-dislocation (also see Left Dislocation). While
the complement of a noun must be dislocated together with the noun (106a)
and cannot be stranded (106b),10 a partitive PP must be left in situ when the noun
phrase is dislocated (107b) versus (107c). This suggests that the partitive PP is not a
complement of N:11

(106) a. Di studenti in medicina, ne conosco due.
of students in medicine, [I] NE know two

b. ∗Di studenti ne conosco due in medicina.
of students [I] NE know two in medicine

(107) a. Ho visto due studenti di quelli del tuo corso.
[I] have seen two students of those of-the your class

b. ∗Di studenti di quelli del tuo corso ne ho visti due ne.
of students of those of-the your course [I] NE have seen two

c. Di studenti, ne ho visti due ne di quelli del tuo corso.
of students [I] NE have seen two of those of-the your class

It is also doubtful that the partitive PP is (optionally) adjoined to the quantitative
phrase. At least in Italian, the partitive PP is unable to appear with any other type
of nominal expression. As shown in (108), it cannot occur with definite or univer-
sally quantified expressions:

(108) a. ∗i libri di quelli che mi avevi consigliato
b. ∗tutti i libri di quelli che mi avevi consigliato

all the books of those that [you] to.me had recommended

Parallel to the French examples in (33) and (34) above, Cardinaletti and Giusti
(1992) argue for Italian that the two phrases are not mutually exclusive, but can
co-occur, as in (109):
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(109) a. Ho letto molti libri di quelli che mi avevi consigliato.
[I] have read many books of those that [you] to.me had recommended

b. Ne ho letti molti [ne] di quelli che mi avevi consigliato.
[I] NE have read many of those that [you] to.me had recommended

c. Ho letto molti [e] dei libri che mi avevi consigliato.
[I] have read many of the books that [you] to.me had recommended

This is the stance taken in much literature, with great differences as regards the
category of the quantitative phrase (which will be the topic of sections 4–5) and
the structural relation between the quantitative phrase and the partitive phrase,
which is discussed in this section.
Zamparelli (1998, 273) proposes the structure in (110), where the projection RP

(Residue Phrase) is complement to PD (see structure (93) above): its head is
filled by the preposition of and its specifier hosts a copy of the KIP embedded in
the lower SDP:

(110) [SDP D [PDP two [RP [KIP good friends]i of [SDP John’s [PDP four [KIP good
friends]i]]]]].

The proposal unifies a number of apparently unrelated phenomena, namely par-
titive PPs occurring with quantifiers, possessive constructions like two friends of
John’s, and the kind constructions an animal of that kind and that kind of animal.
The proposal also captures the identity between the intension of the partitive

PP and that of the quantitative phrase, by proposing that they are one and the
same element, namely KIP which is copied as SpecRP. Another advantage of the
RP-proposal is that it allows Zamparelli to motivate the ungrammaticality of a
partitive PP with a weak quantifier preceded by a (strong) definite determiner,
as in ∗these three of the boys (also see (91) above), along the following line. The
insertion of the RP projection introduces an operator that maps a plurality into
the set of all its proper subparts, except its maximal member (supremum). This
RP is incompatible with a definite determiner which picks out such a maximal
element.
Given that a partitive phrase induces a strong reading of the quantified expres-

sion (as witnessed by their ungrammaticality in existential sentences (cf. ∗There are
some of the children in the garden)), insertion of RP would be expected to force what-
ever quantifier is in PD or SpecPDP to move to SD or SpecSDP, respectively, as
strong quantifiers should have a filled SDP. It is, however, not clear what should
force such movement, as RP is lower than PDP.
A completely different perspective is represented by approaches that claim that

quantified expressions only contain a single NP, namely the one inside the parti-
tive phrase (see Corblin 1990; Battye 1987; Kupferman 1999, 2004; Lopez 2000;
Martí i Girbau 1999; 2010). The most compelling argument is provided by the
quantified expressions containing a personal pronoun, such as Catalan tres de noal-
tres, English three of us. According to Martí i Girbau (2010, 29–30), if a parallel is
made between pronouns and demonstratives, we would expect to have the same
distribution of the overt N in (111a) and (111b), contrary to fact. With pronouns
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used as determiners, the only possible occurrence of the overt N is in the partitive
PP, as in (111c):

(111) a. two [NP linguists] of those [NP e]…
b. ∗two [NP linguists] of us/them [NP e]
c. two [NP e] of us [NP linguists]

A second argument is provided by the impossibility of having an adjectival mod-
ifier preceding a true partitive PP, as in (112b). The contrasts in Catalan (112) are
explained by Martí i Girbau (2010, 149 ff.) with the claim that the quantitative
phrase and the true partitive PP are in complementary distribution. In (112a) the
PP is not a true partitive; in (112c) the stranded modifier shows that the null quan-
titative phrase is present and this is so, because the partitive PP is missing:

(112) a. He llegit una novel la [molt divertida] de les quatre que em vas deixar.
[I] have read a novel very amusing of the four that [you] to.me lent

b. ∗He llegit una [de molt divertida] de les quatre novel les que em vas deixar.
c. He llegit dues novel les avorrides i una [e] de molt divertida.

[I] have read two novels boring and one of very amusing

The data in (111)–(112) can be accommodated in the approaches that assume the
possibility of co-occurrence of quantitative and partitive phrases with further
assumptions on the level of attachment of what can be left strandedwhen the quan-
titative phrase is null and on how a null quantitative phrase is interpreted in the
presence of the partitive PP (see section 3.4 and section 5 for discussion).

Finally note that both Cardinaletti and Giusti (1992; 2006) and Martí i Girbau
(1999; 2010) suggest that the partitive PP is selected by the quantifier. The crucial
difference between the two accounts is that while Cardinaletti and Giusti claim that
the partitive PP always co-occurs with a quantitative phrase, Martí i Girbau claims
that the partitive PP is in complementary distribution with it.

3.2 The adjunct partitive PP

The “genuine” partitive PP must be differentiated from an optional, adjunct PP
which is preferably introduced by the preposition tra/fra ‘among’, as shown in Ital-
ian (113). Cardinaletti and Giusti (1992; 2006) call it “adjunct partitive,” because it is
not selected by an existential quantifier and it is compatible with any kinds of nom-
inal expressions, including definite expressions and universal quantifiers:

(113) a. Ho letto solo questi libri di linguistica tra/fra quelli che
[I] read only these books of linguistics among those that [you]
mi avevi consigliato.
to.me had recommended

b. Tutti i libri di linguistica tra/fra quelli che mi avevi
all the books of linguistics among those that [you] to.me had
consigliato mi sono piaciuti.
recommended to.me pleased
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c. Ho letto (i) molti libri di linguistica tra/fra quelli che mi avevi consigliato.
[I] have read (the) many books of linguistics among those that [you] to.me
had recommended

In sentence-initial position, in Italian, the adjunct partitive PP can also be
introduced by di:

(114) a. Tra/Fra i libri di linguistica, ho letto quelli che mi
among the books of linguistics, [I] have read those that [you] to.me
avevi consigliato.
had recommended

b. Di (quei) libri, ho letto solo questi.
of (those) books [I] have read only these

Note that (114b) is no counterevidence to the claim that a “genuine” partitive cannot
be associated to a definite nominal. In fact the left-dislocated di-PP can co-occur
with the selected partitive PP, which confirms that the two are different kinds of
constituents (115):

(115) a. Fra i libri di storia in programma, ne ho letti [molti ne [dei tuoi]].
among the books of history in the syllabus, [I] NE have read many of yours

b. Dei libri di storia in programma, ne ho letti [molti ne [dei tuoi]].
of the books of history in the syllabus, [I] NE have read many of yours

When the adjunct partitive PP is in place, it follows the selected partitive PP (116),
and can only be introduced by tra/fra and not by di:

(116) a. Ho letto molti libri di storia [dei tuoi] [tra quelli in programma].
[I] have read many books of history of yours, among those in the syllabus

b. ∗Ho letto molti libri di storia [dei tuoi][di quelli in programma].

The adjunct partitive does not obey the non-distinctness requirement, as will be pre-
sented in section 3.4 below. These data are confirmed for Spanish entre and Catalan
d’entre discussed at length by Martí i Girbau (2010, 178–199).

3.3 The “kind” PP

In Italian, definite and universally quantified DPs can sometimes co-occur with a
PP introduced by di, as in (117a), on a par with existentially quantified DPs, as
in (117b):

(117) a. Mi piacciono (tutti) i libri [di quelli che si leggono velocemente].
to.me please all the books of those that can be read quickly
‘I like the books that can be read quickly.’

b. Ho comprato dieci libri [di quelli che si leggono velocemente].
[I] have bought ten books of those that can be read quickly
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The PP introduced by di in (117) differs from the PP introduced by the same
preposition in (108a) in that it does not get a partitive, but a “qualitative” or “kind”
interpretation. (117a) can be paraphrased as follows:Mi piacciono (tutti) i libri del tipo
che si legge velocemente ‘I like (all) the books of the type that can be read quickly’. This
PP can be analyzed as a modifier of the noun libri and is not related to the QP. There
are empirical reasons to believe this. The “kind” PP cannot be left-dislocated on its
own (118a), but only together with the DP (118b) (see (106) above). In this respect, it
crucially differs from the selected partitive PP in (119) and (107b):

(118) a. ∗[Di quelli che si leggono velocemente] ne ho comprati dieci.
of those that can be read quickly [I] NE have bought ten

b. [Libri di quelli che si leggono velocemente] ne ho comprati dieci.
books of those that can be read quickly [I] NE have bought ten

(119) a. [Di quelli che mi hai consigliato tu] ne ho comprati dieci.
of those that you advised to me [I] NE have bought ten

b. ∗[Libri di quelli che mi hai consigliato tu] ne ho comprati dieci.

This “kind” PP, which contains a kind-denoting plural, is also found in the English
expression many of them, in contexts like (120a) (from Cresti 2003, 83), and differs
from the partitive PP in the homophonous many of them in (120b):

(120) a. Late homework assignments are impossible to grade, and there are many
of them.

b. I bought a hundred books, and I have read many of them.

Zamparelli’s KIP is designed to unify this “kind” PP with the partitive PP. The data
discussed in this section cast some doubts on the advantages of unifying the “kind”
and the “genuine” partitive interpretation.

3.4 The non-distinctness requirement

As noted byMilner (1978) for French and Cardinaletti andGiusti (1992, 134) for Ital-
ian, the selected partitive PP and the quantitative DP must contain the same lexical
noun. In fact, in Italian, while (121a) is marginal, due to the redundancy of the infor-
mation conveyed, (121b) is ungrammatical, even if it is not redundant, and clearly
contrasts with the synonymous (122), which contains an adjunct partitive PP:

(121) a. Ho letto molti libri dei libri della biblioteca.
[I] have read many books of the books in the library

b. ∗Ho letto molti romanzi dei libri della biblioteca.
[I] have read many novels of the books in the library

(122) a. Ho letto molti romanzi tra i libri della biblioteca.
[I] have read many novels among the books of-the library

b. Dei/Tra i libri della biblioteca, ho letto molti romanzi.
of/among the books of-the library, [I] have read many novels
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Cardinaletti andGiusti (2006) call this property “the non-distinctness requirement.”
As seen above in (110), Zamparelli (1998) highlights the fact that the entire intension
projected as KIP is involved, including adnominal adjectives.
This property makes it possible to sharpen the notion of partitive PP and distin-

guish it from different types of PPs headed by of (also see Martí i Girbau’s “false
partitives”). The PPs in (123) cannot be analyzed as “genuine” partitive PPs, pace
Milner (1978, 124). Rather, they must be analyzed as some sort of “collective”
PPs, also compatible with definite and universally quantified expressions (124)
(see also some/the students in the class and the like). This is shown for French in
(123a) and (124a), for Italian in (123b) and (124b), and for English in (123c)
and (124c):

(123) a. deux livres de ta collection
b. due libri della tua collezione
c. two books of your collection

(124) a. les livres de ta collection
b. i libri della tua collezione
c. the books of your collection

Note that while the quantitative phrase and the partitive PP must have the same
intension, the functional structure realizing their extension can differ. As the Italian
data in (125) show, the quantifier does not agree for Number (125a)–(125b) or Per-
son (125c) with the noun phrase embedded under the partitive PP:12

(125) a. Una [e] delle ragazze è arrivata.
one.F.SG of-the girls AUX arrived.F.SG

b. Uno [e] di noi è arrivato.
one.M.SG of us AUX arrived.M.SG

c. Molti [e] di noi sono arrivati.
many of us AUX arrived.M.PL

Number and Person are syntactic features that are structurally realized as func-
tional heads external to the lexical NP (Ritter 1991). Semantically, they regard the
extension of the Nominal Expression. The extension must differ if the quantitative
phrase is count singular (125a) (in fact the partitive PP must be plural) or when the
partitive PP has first- or second-person features (125b)–(125c) (in fact the quantita-
tive DP, being indefinite, must have third-person features). Note that the whole
quantified expression in (125) has the features of the quantitative DP (third person).
The verb never agrees with the plural DP inside the partitive PP, as shown by the
ungrammaticality of (126) in Italian:

(126) a. ∗Una [e] delle ragazze sono arrivate.
one.F.SG of-the girls AUX.3PL arrived

b. ∗Uno [e] di noi siamo arrivati.
one.M.SG of us AUX.1PL arrived

c. ∗Molti [e] di noi siamo arrivati.
many of us AUX.1PL arrived
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The point is most apparent with a distributive quantifier whose quantitative phrase
must be singular, while the partitive PPmust be plural, as usual. In Italian the quan-
titative phrase is overt and its third-person singular features agree with the quan-
tifier and with the verb, as in (127a). In (127b)–(127c), the quantitative phrase is
covert and the partitive PP is realized, but the quantifier and the verb still agreewith
the non-overt quantitative phrase:

(127) a. Ciascuna ragazza lavora/ ∗lavorano.
each.F.SG girl works/ work.3PL

b. Ciascuna [e] delle ragazze lavora/ ∗lavorano.
each.F.SG of-the girls works/ work.3PL

c. Ciascuna [e] di noi lavora/ ∗lavoriamo.
each.F.SG of us works/ work.1PL

The quantitative phrase selected by a universal quantifier like tutti can have first-
and second-person features and can do so even when it is non-overt, as in Italian
(128). The first- and second-person features of the null element are identified by ver-
bal agreement. Note that the quantitative phrase in the complement of entrambi in
(128b) can have Person features, even if – for reasons we cannot discuss here – the
overt pronoun is not acceptable:13

(128) a. Tutti/Tutte (noi/voi) abbiamo/avete un sogno.
all.M/all.F have.1PL/2PL a dream

b. Entrambi/Entrambe (?∗noi/voi) abbiamo/avete un sogno.
both.M/both.F have.1PL/2PL a dream

Note finally that in Italian, when ne is present, the partitive PP can only contain a
pronoun (a pronominal demonstrative, such as quelli in (129a) and questi in (129b), a
focused personal pronoun such as loro in (129c), or a relative pronoun such as cui in
(129d); also see French (34b) and (34c) above) and cannot contain a referential
expression (130):14

(129) a. Ne ho letti molti [ne] di quelli (chemi hai consigliato).
[I] NE have read many of those (that [you] to.me have

recommended)
b. Ne ho letti molti [ne] di questi qui.

[I] NE have read many of these here
c. Ne ho visti molti [ne] di LORO, non di voi.

[I] NE have seen many of them, not of you
d. Quei libri di

linguistica,
di cui ne ho letti

molti [ne]
[di cui], erano piuttosto
interessanti.

those books
of linguistics,

of which [I] NE have
read many

were very interesting

(130) a. ∗Ne ho letti molti [ne] dei libri (che mi hai consigliato).
b. ∗Ne ho letti molti [ne] di quei libri (che mi hai consigliato).

[I] NE have read many of-the/of those books (that [you] to.me
have advised)
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The ungrammaticality of (130) is immediately captured by those approaches that
exclude the co-occurrence of the quantitative and partitive phrase, with the corol-
lary assumption that in (129), the PP headed by di is not an instance of the “genuine”
partitive PP. In approaches which take the two phrases to co-occur, (130) is ungram-
matical because the pronoun refers back to a previouslymentioned nominal expres-
sion. The empty quantitative phrase is thus interpreted on the basis of such
antecedent and not on the basis of the DP inside the partitive PP, as in the cases
in which the quantitative clitic is not present (see (191) below).

3.5 Universal quantifiers and partitive PPs

We have observed above that the “genuine” partitive PP is different from other PPs
with of or with other prepositions, which can occur with any kind of nominal
expression and in left-dislocated position.
The partitive PP refers to the set out of which the quantifier picks up its restrictor,

which is a subset of it (see Cresti 2003, 83). For universal quantifiers, the set and the
restrictor have the same extension, and this is why in Italian, no partitive PP is
selected by universal tutti in (108b), tutte in (131a), universal entrambi in (131a),
and the coordinated Q tutte e due ‘all and two’ in (131b), which can only take a def-
inite DP:

(131) a. Tutte/Entrambe (∗del)le ragazze sono arrivate.
all/both of the girls have arrived

b. Tutte e due (∗del)le ragazze sono arrivate.
all and two of the girls have arrived

As is clear from the gloss of (131a), things are different in English. There are
two ways of interpreting the contrast between Italian and English: one can
attribute different (unpredictable) selectional properties to quantifiers across
languages, or one can propose that an of phrase in English is ambiguous
between the “genuine” partitive PP and the adjunct partitive PP (often intro-
duced by tra/fra but also introduced by di in Italian left-dislocation construc-
tions (114b) and (115b)).
The fact that of in English can occur with universal quantifiers both/all (of ) the girls

correlates with other uses of ofwhich are different from “genuine” partitive PP. For
instance, Cresti (2003, fn. 11) points out a possible reading of English many of them
where of them has the same interpretation as Italian quantitative ne:

(132) a. John has few friends, but Mary has many of them.
b. Gianni ha pochi amici, mentre Maria ne ha molti.

Doetjes (1997, 159) takes the opposite stand and claims that the partitive PP is pos-
sible with all quantifiers, and that the exception is represented by languages that
pattern with Italian (131) above, such as French and Dutch.
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4 The syntax of quantitative clitics

In this section, we focus on quantitative clitics like Italian ne. Aswe have done above
with the structure of quantified expressions, we start with a presentation of various
proposals that have been put forth in the literature. First, we present the general
properties of quantitative clitics. Then, we address the question whether ne is a
non-maximal (N’) or a maximal category. In the latter perspective, four competing
analyses are considered: (i) the quantitative clitic stands for the partitive PP due to
the genitive morphology that they share; (ii) it stands for a quantitative phrase
which is a full extended nominal projection, therefore of category DP; (iii) it is an
incomplete extended projection corresponding to the intension (kind) KIP; (iv) it
is even smaller – that is, NP.

4.1 General properties

Quantitative clitics only occur with existential quantifiers and are ungrammatical
with distributive and universal quantifiers, as exemplified with Italian in (133),
(134), and (135) respectively:

(133) a. Ho visto molti/tre [Ø ragazzi].
[I] have seen many/three boys

b. Ne ho visti molti/tre [ne].
[I] NE have seen many/three

c. Ne ho visti molti/tre [ne] di quelli.
[I] NE have seen many/three of those

(134) a. Ho visto ogni/ciascun [Ø ragazzo].
[I] have seen each boy

b. ∗Ne ho visto ogni/ognuno/ciascun/ciascuno.
[I] NE have seen each

(135) a. Ho visto tutti/entrambi [i ragazzi].
[I] have seen all/both the boys

b. ∗Ne ho visti tutti/entrambi [ne].
[I] NE have seen all/both

Zamparelli (2000, 134) captures the facts in (133)–(135), stating that ne only occurs
with weak quantifiers. This explains the ungrammaticality of (134b) and (135b) in a
unified way: distributional and universal quantifiers are strong quantifiers; they
are therefore in SDP and block ne-extraction. However, this account predicts
ne-extraction to be blocked when a partitive PP occurs (if the partitive PP forces
the strong reading; see above), contrary to fact (133c).

Cardinaletti and Giusti (1992; 2006) also propose that clitic extraction takes
place through the highest specifier of the quantity expression, but derive the facts
in (133)–(135) through an independent subclassification of quantifiers which
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takes their case and structural properties into account. They divide quantifiers in
partitive case assigners (existential and distributive) and case-transparent (uni-
versal).15 Existential quantifiers, such as cardinals, vague numerals, and alcuni,
as in (133), assign partitive case and provide an escape hatch for ne-cliticiza-
tion.16 Distributive quantifiers, such as ogni and ciascun(o) in (134b), assign par-
titive case (witnessed by the -un(o) form of the pronominalizer, see (31) above),
but do not allow ne-extraction because their highest specifier is filled by a distri-
butive operator which triggers the universal interpretation despite the singular
number of the restrictor. Universal quantifiers, such as tutti and entrambi in (135),
are case-transparent: they do not assign partitive case to their complement and
therefore co-occur with quantitative ne. They provide an escape hatch for the
movement of accusative clitics (see (58) above), of genitive ne (as in (Di Maria)
ne conosco tutti i difetti ‘(of Mary) I NE know all the faults’), and of full DPs in
floating constructions (see (51) and Gli studenti sono arrivati tutti ‘the students
have arrived all’).
This hypothesis captures the fact that the quantitative phrase occurs with the

preposition di/de in a number of contexts: (i) when the quantifier is invariable
and does not agree with the quantitative phrase, as in French beaucoup (136a), like
peu, and combien, and unlike agreeing plusieurs (136b) (see Martí i Girbau 1995 for
Catalan), (ii) when the quantitative phrase is left- or right-dislocated, as in French
(137) and Italian (138), (iii) when the quantifier is non-overt as in Italian (139b) ver-
sus (139a):

(136) a. J’ai vu beaucoup ∗(de) filles.
I have seen many of girls

b. J’ai vu plusieurs (∗de) filles.
I have seen many of girls

(137) a. De filles, j’en ai vu plusieurs.
b. J’en ai vu plusieurs, de filles.

[I] NE have seen many of girls

(138) a. Di ragazzi, ne ho visti molti.
b. Ne ho visti molti, di ragazzi.

of boys, [I] NE have seen many of boys

(139) a. Ne conosco due [ne] (di) simpatici.
[I] NE know two of nice

b. Ne conosco Ø [ne] ∗(di) simpatici.
[I] NE know [some] of nice

Assuming that the partitive case assigned by a quantifier is incompatible with other
case assignments (pace Belletti 1988), this hypothesis also captures the fact that full
DPs can extract tomove to subject position (where nominative case is assigned) only
when embedded by universal quantifiers, which are case-transparent: compare
∗Studenti sono arrivati tre ‘Students arrived three’ versusGli studenti sono arrivati tutti
e tre ‘The students arrived all and three’.
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4.2 Quantitative clitics as N’

Ruwet (1972, 49–50) and Milner (1978, 49) are the first authors who differentiate
quantitative en from prepositional en in French. Quantitative en cannot be extracted
out of a quantified expression occurring in subject position, while this is possible for
genitive en (see Haïk 1982; Pollock 1986):

(140) a. Deux/Beaucoup de cheminées sont penchées.
two/many of chimneys are leaning

b. ∗Deux/∗Beaucoup en sont penchées.

(141) a. La cheminée de l’usine est penchée.
the chimney of the factory is leaning

b. La cheminée en est penchée.

In French, quantitative en can apparently resume both a definite and an indefinite
noun phrase, while genitive en can only pronominalize a definite noun phrase
(Milner 1978, 49–50).

(142) a. Les/Des livres de Zola, j’en ai lu deux [en].
the/some books by Zola I EN have read two

b. Ce/∗Un livre de Zola, j’en ai lu la fin [en] avec plaisir.
this/a book by Zola I EN have read the end with pleasure

On the basis of the differences between quantitative and genitive en, Milner (1978)
suggests that the former is anN’, while the latter is amaximal projection (N”). Assum-
ing a Simple Noun Phrase Hypothesis as in Selkirk (1977), Belletti and Rizzi (1981)
also treat Italian ne as an N’ (see section 2.2). Ne pronominalizes the head noun
and its complements,while the quantifier (assumed tobe in SpecNP) remains inplace:

(143) a. Maria conosce tre racconti del nonno.
Maria knows three stories of grandpa

b. Maria ne conosce tre [ne].
Maria NE knows three

A second argument for the N’-status of Italian ne discussed by Rizzi (1979) was
already presented in (29)–(30) above. Assuming a structure where prenominal
APs are under N’ and postnominal APs are under N”, Rizzi shows that prenominal
adjectives cannot be stranded by ne cliticization, as shown by the contrast in (144):

(144) a. Ho letto [NP un [N’ lunghissimo [N libro]]].
[I] have read a very.long book

b. Ho letto [NP un [N” [N’ [N libro]] lunghissimo]].
c. ∗Ne ho letto [NP un [N’lunghissimo [N ne]]].
d. Ne ho letto [NP uno [N” [N’ ne ] lunghissimo]].

In (144c) the adjective must be analyzed as prenominal due to the reduced form un
of the quantifier, parallel to (144a). In (144d), the adjective must be analyzed as
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postnominal, since the quantifier displays the full form uno, which also appears
when the quantifier is bare, as in Ne ho letto uno ‘[I] NE have read one’. According
to Rizzi, the contrast between (144c) and (144d) can be explained by assuming that
ne is an N’ and that only elements that are external to N’ can be left in place by ne-
cliticization.
Rizzi’s observations are confirmed by the behavior of other kinds of adjectives

in Italian. This is most apparent in the case of adjectives such as mero in (145)
and certo in (146). Mero can only appear prenominally and is ungrammatical when
ne-cliticization applies. Certo has a different interpretation according to the position
it occupies; in the ne-construction, it only has the postnominal interpretation:

(145) a. Si è fatta una mera illusione.
[she] had a mere illusion

b. ∗Si è fatta una illusione mera.
c. ∗Se ne è fatta una [ne] mera.

(146) a. Hanno dato una certa notizia.
[they] have given a certain (= particular) piece of news

b. Hanno dato una notizia certa.
[they] have given a piece of news certain (= sure)

c. Ne hanno data una [ne] certa.
[they] NE have given one certain (= sure)

However, the N’-analysis of ne is not without problems. On the theoretical level, ne
would represent the only instance of X’-movement. On the empirical level, this anal-
ysis encounters problems when different classes of modifiers and arguments of the
noun are taken into account. As noted by Cinque (1991, 122), postnominal adjec-
tives like principale in Italian cannot be stranded by ne-cliticization. The ungrammat-
icality of (147c) is unexpected in Rizzi’s analysis, unless we assume that principale,
contrary to other postnominal adjectives, is generated under N’:

(147) a. Gianni ha due ragioni principali per non accettare quel posto.
Gianni has two reasons main to not accept that position

b. ∗Gianni ha due principali ragioni per non accettare quel posto.
c. ∗Di ragioni, Gianni ne ha due [ne] principali per non accettare

of reasons Gianni NE has two main to not accept
quel posto.
that position

Another problem for the N’-analysis of Italian ne is represented by the arguments of
the noun that can be left in situ under ne-cliticization. In addition to (143b) and (148),
where ne stands for both the head noun and its complement, the sentences in (149)
are also possible:

(148) a. Di ritratti di mio nonno, ne possiedo due [ne].
b. Di ritratti di Picasso, ne possiedo due [ne].
c. Di ritratti di quel collezionista, ne possiedo due [ne].

of pictures of my grandpa/Picasso/that collectionist [I] NE have two
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(149) a. Di ritratti, ne possiedo due [ne] di mio nonno.
b. Di ritratti, ne possiedo due [ne] di Picasso.
c. Di ritratti, ne possiedo due [ne] di quel collezionista.

of pictures [I] NE have two of my grandpa/Picasso/that
collectionist

In Giorgi and Longobardi’s (1991) analysis, the arguments of the noun occupy dif-
ferent structural positions inside the NP depending on their theta role:

(150) [NP [N”’ [N” [N’ N internal argument] agent] possessor]]

The apparent possibility of leaving any argument of the noun stranded could lead
one to the assumption that ne can resume any projection of N, from N to N”’. It is
theoretically undesirable that a lexical item stands for different projection levels.
More seriously, the fact that ne can stand for the head noun in (149a) mars the argu-
ment built on the non-occurrence of prenominal adjectives with ne, seen above in
(144), (145), and (146).

Both problems can be solved by assuming that the quantitative clitic pronoun ne,
like other clitic pronouns, binds a maximal projection. This proposal is a natural
consequence of the hypothesis that quantified expressions are QPs that embed a
maximal projection. The cases in which ne seems to bind an intermediate projection
of N must be analyzed otherwise. This issue is addressed in section 4.3.

4.3 Quantitative clitics as maximal projections

Cinque (1991) and Cardinaletti andGiusti (1992) suggest that in Italian, thematerial
left in place by ne-cliticization is a modifier of the noun phrase, occurring in a
postnominal predicative position. Among adjectives, only those that can occur in
predicative position (as in (151)–(152)) can appear in ne-constructions (cf. (145)–
(146) above):

(151) a. ∗Questa illusione è mera.
this illusion is mere

b. ∗Ritengo questa illusione mera.
[I] consider this illusion mere

(152) a. Questa notizia è certa.
this piece of news is certain (= sure)

b. Ritengo questa notizia certa.
[I] consider this piece of news certain (= sure)

This solves the paradox built by the data with the Italian adjective principale. Since
it cannot appear in predicative constructions, as shown in (153), it is expected that
it cannot occur with ne, as shown in (147c):

(153) a. ∗Le due ragioni di Gianni per non accettare quel posto sono principali.
the two reasons of Gianni not to accept that position are main
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b. ∗Ritengo questo argomento principale.
[I] consider this topic main

The same proposal should be made for the apparent arguments of the noun in (149)
above. They must be considered modifiers of the noun, occurring in the postnom-
inal predicative position. The prediction that they also enter predicative construc-
tions is borne out, as exemplified for Italian in (154):

(154) a. Quel ritratto è di mio nonno.
b. Quel ritratto è di Picasso.
c. Quel ritratto è di quel collezionista.

that portrait is of my grandpa/Picasso/that collectionist

The complements that cannot occur as predicates (155) are also ungrammatical
with ne (156), as noted by Cinque (1991, 121–122) for Italian:

(155) a. ∗Quello studioso è del Petrarca.
that scholar is of Petrarch

b. ∗Quell’esperto è in microprocessori.
that expert is in microprocessors

c. ∗Quel ladro era di galline.
that thief was of chickens

(156) a. ∗Di studiosi, ne stimano anche uno del Petrarca.
of scholars [they] NE estimate also one of Petrarch

b. ∗Di esperti, ne hanno assunto uno in microprocessori.
of expertes [they] NE have hired one in microprocessors

c. ∗Di ladri, ne hanno preso uno di galline.
of thieves [they] NE have caught one of chickens

Cardinaletti and Giusti (1992) also show that in Italian, a complement clause like
di risolvere il problema in (157a) cannot appear as a predicate (157b) and cannot be
stranded by ne cliticization (see (157c) vs. (157d)):17

(157) a. Ci sono due modi di risolvere il problema.
there are two ways to solve the problem

b. ∗Questo modo è di risolvere il problema.
this way is to solve the problem

c. ∗Di modi, ce ne sono due di risolvere il problema.
d. Di modi di risolvere il problema, ce ne sono due.

of ways to solve the problem there NE are two

In conclusion, even in an EST perspective, there are reasons to believe that quanti-
tative clitics bind a maximal projection and not a N’. In more recent terms, this
means that the maximal projection is not “minimal” but includes functional struc-
ture. In what follows, we provide an overview of different possible analyses of the
maximal projection given in the literature.
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4.4 The category of quantitative clitics

4.4.1 Quantitative clitics as PPs
Unlike Ruwet (1972) and Milner (1978) (see section 4.2), Kayne (1975) takes French
quantitative en to be a prepositional clitic. The argument for this proposal is the fact
that en, contrary to the nominal object clitics le/la/les and parallel to prepositional
clitics, is invariable, as shown in (158), and does not trigger past participle agreement
(also see Comparative Deletion and Comparative Subdeletion), as shown in (159):18

(158) a. Elle le/la/les voit.
she him/her/them sees

b. Il en parle tout le temps, de sa maison/de son travail/
he EN speaks all the time of his house/of his work/
de ses problèmes.
of his problems

c. Paul a deux s urs/frères; j’en ai trois.
Paul has two sisters/brothers; I EN have three

(159) a. On l’ a mise sur la table (la fourchette).
one it has put.F.SG on the table the fork

b. Il en a parlé(∗e) tout le temps, de sa maison.
he EN has spoken (∗F.SG) all the time of his house

c. ∗On en a mises sur la table (des fourchettes).
one EN has put.F.PL on the table some forks

d. On en a mis sur la table (des fourchettes).

Assuming that quantified expressions have the underlying form deux de s urs,
Kayne (1975) suggests that quantitative en pronominalizes the complement de
s urs, or more precisely, its pronominal counterpart de elles.19

Belletti (1979, sect. 5.3) assumes a similar analysis for Italian ne. Ne stands for the
partitive phrase introduced by di. The proposal that ne is a prepositional clitic has
the advantage of unifying quantitative newith the non-quantitative instances of ne,
which stand for PPs introduced by di (160) or da (161). These PPs can be comple-
ments to verbs, nouns, and prepositions:

(160) a. Ne ho parlato. (ne = del progetto)
[I] NE have spoken (NE = of-the project)

b. Ne ho comprato un ritratto. (ne = della regina)
[I] NE have bought a picture (NE = of-the queen)

c. Ne sono rimasto senza. (ne = sigarette)
[I] NE am left without (NE = cigarettes)

(161) a. Ne uscì un uomo. (ne = dalla casa)
NE came out a man (NE = from-the house)

b. Ne era riamato. (ne = da lei/lui)
NE was loved back (NE = by her/him)

c. Ne sono finalmente fuori. (ne = da questo incubo)
[I] NE am finally out (NE = of this nightmare)
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Like French quantitative en, Italian quantitative ne is invariable, therefore different
from accusative clitics (162a) and similar to prepositional ne (162b) in that it is not
specified for gender (162c), or number (163):20

(162) a. Paolo lo/la/li/le detesta.
Paolo him/her/themF/themM hates

b. Ne parla sempre, della sua casa/del suo lavoro/dei suoi problemi/
[he] NE speaks always of his house/of his work/of his problems/
delle sue amiche.
of his girlfriends

c. Paolo ha due sorelle/fratelli; io ne ho tre.
Paolo has two sisters/brothers I NE have three

(163) a. Di libro, ne ho letto uno.
of book [I] NE have read one

b. Di libri, ne ho letti due.
of books [I] NE have read two

Lack of number and gender on quantitative nemay suggest that its basic position is
the partitive PP. But we have seen in section 3.4 above that en/ne binds the quan-
titative phrase and is not the clitic counterpart of a strong pronoun de elles/di loro
which only realizes the partitive PP.

4.4.2 Quantitative clitics as DPs
Cardinaletti and Giusti (1992; 2006) argue that ne is a quantitative DP. They offer
three different kinds of evidence.
First, quantitative en in French and ne in Italian can co-occur with the PP comple-

ment of Q (see (34), (109b), and (129) above). This would be unexpected if these cli-
tics were the counterparts of a partitive PP:

(164) a. J’en ai lu beaucoup [en] de ceux que tu m’a renseigné.
I EN have read many of those that you to.me have advised

b. Ne ho letti molti [ne] di quelli che mi hai consigliato.
I NE have read many of those that [you] to.me have recommended

Second, quantitative ne in Italian behaves like DPs and unlike PPs in left-dislocation
structures. It obligatorily resumes a left-dislocated phrase (165a), as happens with
DPs (165b) but not with PPs, which are only optionally resumed by a clitic, (165c),
(165d) (Cinque 1990):

(165) a. Di ragazzi francesi, ∗(ne) ho conosciuti molti.
of boys French, [I] NE have met many

b. I ragazzi francesi, ∗(li) ho conosciuti.
the boys French, [I] them have met

c. Di questo libro, (ne) hanno parlato molto bene.
of this book, [they] NE have spoken very well

d. Con Maria, (ci) ho parlato ieri.
with Maria, [I] CI have spoken yesterday
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Third, quantitative ne triggers agreement on the past participle, like object clitics
and unlike prepositional clitics, including non-quantitative ne (in this respect, Ital-
ian quantitative ne in (166) differs from French en, see section 4.4.1 above):

(166) a. Ne ho conosciut∗o/i/e molti/e.
[I] NE have metM.SG/M/F.PL manyM/F.PL

b. Li ho conosciut∗o/i.
[I] themM.PL have metM.SG/PL

c. Ne hanno parlato/∗a/∗i/∗e molto bene.
[they] NE have spokenM/F.SG/M/F.PL very well

d. Ci ho parlato/∗a/∗i/∗e ieri.
[I] with him/her/them have spokenM/F.SG/M/F.PL yesterday

If accusative object clitics are DPs, the parallel behavior of (165a) and (165b), on the
one hand, and (166a) and (166b), on the other, can be captured by suggesting that ne
is the clitic realization of the quantitative DP. In this perspective, ne is a syncretic
form which stands for any number and gender, like the dative clitic gli in colloquial
Italian, which stands for any gender and number (Gli ho parlato ieri ‘[I] to him/to
her/to them have spoken yesterday’). This conclusion can be extended to French
en. The fact that French en does not trigger past participle agreement (see (159c))
can be explained by observing that with accusative clitics, the agreeing past parti-
ciple is the assigner of accusative Case, while with quantitative clitics, which receive
partitive case from the selectingQ, past participle agreement is subject to parametric
variation: Italian ne shares its phi-features, while French en does not (see Belletti and
Rizzi 1996).

Lamiroy (1991a; 1991b), Ruwet (1990), and Vermandere (2002) take the opposite
stand and suggest that quantitative en/ne in French and Italian are parallel to PP-
clitics. Vermandere (2002) accounts for the contrast in past participle agreement by
assuming that the clitic en in French does not have [+N] features, unlike ne in Italian.

4.4.3 Quantitative clitics as KIPs
Zamparelli (2000) suggests that quantitative ne is a KIP (kind phrase; see
section 2.3.4 above). This hypothesis is in part parallel to Cardinaletti and Giusti’s
(1992; 2006) proposal that ne is a DP. The common core of the two proposals is that
ne stands for a projection that includes all complements and modifiers of the noun,
the difference lying in the position of the quantifier (DP-internal vs. DP-external).
Note that assuming the KIP status of quantitative nemakes it the only clitic pronoun
that realizes an incomplete extended projection, while assuming a DP-status for ne
takes all clitic pronouns as complete extended projections.

4.4.4 Quantitative clitics as NPs
There are two respects in which ne differs from accusative and dative object clitics:
binding properties and co-occurrence with relative clauses. These properties led
Belletti (1993, 115, fn. 34) and Cinque (1991, fn. 7) to analyze ne as an NP, not a
DP. This could be reformulated by assuming that ne resumes an incomplete projec-
tion. We now show that these asymmetries are only apparent, and that ne can be
safely analyzed as DP on a par with the other (accusative and dative) object clitics.
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Quoting Cresti (1993), Belletti observes that quantitative ne in Italian obeys Prin-
ciple C of the Binding Theory, disallowing binding from a c-commanding DP (see
Cresti 2003, 87):

(167) ∗[Gianni e Mario]i mi hanno chiesto di ricevernei almeno uno
Gianni and Mario to.me asked to meet NE at least one
prima delle undici.
before eleven

In this respect, Italian quantitative ne differs fromDP clitics (accusative and dative),
which obey Principle B of the Binding Theory, (168), and behaves like non-
quantitative instances of ne, which are PPs and are excluded in c-command
contexts, (169a) versus (169b):21

(168) a. Giannii sostiene che Maria loi conosce.
Gianni claims that Maria him knows

b. Giannii sostiene che Maria glii parlerà.
Gianni claims that Maria to.him will.talk

(169) a. ∗Giannii sostiene che Maria nei parla spesso.
Gianni claims that Maria NE talks often

b. Maria deve essere innamorata di Giannii perché nei parla sempre.
Maria must be in love with Gianni because [she] NE talks always

However, unlike prepositional ne in (169b), Italian quantitative ne is also ungram-
matical in a context where it is not c-commanded by its antecedent, as in (170):

(170) ∗Maria deve essere innamorata di [Gianni e Mario]i perché vuole ricevernei
almeno uno prima delle undici.
Maria must be in love with Gianni and Mario because [she] wants to meet-NE
at least one before eleven

The ungrammaticality of (170) cannot be due to a violation of the Binding Theory,
but to the fact that quantitative ne cannot pronominalize a definite DP. The same
explanation can account for (167). Definite DPs can only be pronominalized by
the strong form di loro, as shown by (171), the grammatical counterparts of (167)
and (170):

(171) a. [Gianni e Mario]i mi hanno chiesto di ricevere almeno uno di loroi prima
delle undici.
Gianni and Mario asked me to meet at least one of them before eleven

b. Maria deve essere innamorata di Gianni e Marioi perché vuole ricevere
almeno uno di loroi prima delle undici.
Maria must be in love with Gianni and Mario because [she] wants to
meet at least one of them before eleven

In sum, binding-theoretic data cannot be used to argue against the DP analysis
of ne.22 Incidentally, note that these data support the proposal made above
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that ne is not the pronominal counterpart of the partitive PP, which can refer to a
definite PP.

Cinque (1991, fn. 7) also proposes the NP-status for Italian ne, observing that ne
can co-occur with a relative clause, while accusative and dative clitics cannot:

(172) a. Di libri, ne ho letti due di cui non ricordo ora il titolo.
of books, [I] NE have read two of which [I] not remember now the title

b. ∗I libri di Gianni, li ho letti di cui non ricordo ora il titolo.
the books of G., [I] them have read of which [I] not remember now the

title

Cinque explains the ungrammaticality of (172b) by proposing that accusative and
dative clitics are DPs, which include the relative clause. The grammaticality of
(172a) follows if quantitative ne is an NP, which excludes the relative clause. Note,
however, that Italian ne can also pronominalize a portion of structure that includes a
relative clause:

(173) Di libri di cui non ricordo ora il titolo, ne ho letti due.
of books of which [I] not remember now the title, [I] NE have read two

We would thus end up with two different analyses of quantitative ne: NP in (172a)
and DP in (173). This would have the disadvantage of attributing different
categories to one and the same vocabulary item, as noted in section 4.2 for the
co-occurrence of ne with (apparent) arguments of the noun (see (149)).

4.4.5 Quantitative clitics and English one
The proposal that ne has NP status might lead one to analyze it on a par with other
pro-NP elements such as English one, as suggested by an anonymous reviewer (also
see Ellipsis in Noun Phrases). This parallel, however, does not hold. English one
occurs with definite determiners (174a)–(174b) versus (174c)–(174d), and with pre-
nominal adjectives (174e)–(174f ). Italian quantitative ne displays the opposite
behavior: it cannot occur with definite determiners (175a)–(175b) and prenominal
adjectives (see the only prenominal forms bel and bei in (175e) and (175f )), while
it is obligatory in object position with existential quantifiers (175d) and only possi-
ble with predicative postnominal adjectives (see the contrast bei/belli in (175f )) (see
section 4.3 above):

(174) a. I read the one on the table.
b. I read these (ones).
c. I read many.
d. ∗I read many ones.
e. I read the nice one.
f. I read many nice ones.

(175) a. ∗Ne ho letto il sul tavolo.
b. ∗Ne ho letti questi.
c. ∗Ho letto molti.
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d. Ne ho letti molti.
e. ∗Ne ho letto il bel/bello.
f. Ne ho letti molti ∗bei/belli.

Panagiotidis (2003a; 2003b) makes a parallel among all semantically empty
nouns, irrespective of their null or overt phonological status (as in the case of one
in English). According to this author, an empty noun is a constitutive part of all pro-
nouns, including strong and clitic personal pronouns, as well as pronominal forms
of demonstratives and other determiners. In Panagiotidis’ framework, the parallel
to be drawn between ne and one is not their X-bar theoretic status, but the fact that
being a pronoun, ne contains a semantically and phonologically empty N, while one
is the overt counterpart of the semantically empty N, as also independently claimed
by Schütze (2001).

4.5 Quantitative er in Dutch

In Dutch, quantitative er (176a) is homophonous to prepositional (176b), locative
(176c), and expletive (176d) er (examples from Bennis 1986, sect. 3.2):

(176) a. Ik heb er twee gekocht.
I have ER two bought

b. Ik heb met hem er over gesproken.
I have with him there about talked

c. Jan woont er nog maar kort.
Jan lives there only briefly

d. Er kocht niemand een boek.
there bought nobody a book

As for French en and Italian ne, the question arises as to whether quantitative er is to
be analyzed as having the same category as the other instances of er.23

Van Riemsdijk (1978, 197) observes that quantitative er differs from the prep-
ositional er found in PPs such as (177) (from Van Riemsdijk 1978, 87) in that it
never occurs inside its own projection and does not have a [+WH] counterpart,
(178):

(177) a. vlak er na
right ER after

b. Waar heb je op gerekend?
where have you on counted?
‘What did you count on?’

(178) a. ∗de verwoesting van er [drie er]
the destruction of ER three
‘the destruction of three of them’

b. ∗Waar heb je [drie waar]?
where have you three?
‘Of what do you have three?’
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Bennis (1986, 177) further points out that quantitative er differs from both prep-
ositional and locative er in that it is not related to a paradigm of R-pronouns,
(179). Quantitative er cannot be replaced by other R-pronouns such as hier
and daar:

(179) a. ∗Ik heb hier gisteren [twee hier] gekocht.
I have here yesterday two bought

b. ∗Ik heb daar haar [veel daar] gegeven.
I have there to.her many given

Furthermore, quantitative er, unlike prepositional, locative, and expletive er, cannot
occur in sentence-initial position (Bennis 1986, 177):

(180) a. ∗Er zijn [twee er] verschenen.
ER are two appeared

b. ∗Er hebben enkele mensen haar [twee er] gegeven.
ER have some people to.her two given

These properties suggest that quantitative er is different from the other instances
of er, which are presumably pro-PPs.24

Blom (1977) analyzes quantitative er as an N’. This proposal is also adopted by
Bennis (1977) and Van Riemsdijk (1978). Quantitative er does not occur with the
head noun (181a), nor with prenominal adjectives (181b). It, however, occurs with
relative clauses and postnominal adjectives, (182):

(181) a. Ik heb (∗er) drie boeken gekocht.
I have ER three books bought

b. Ik heb (∗er) nog drie gele.
I have ER still three yellow
‘I still have three yellow ones.’

(182) a. Ik heb er drie die vol zitten met luizen.
I have ER three that full sit with lice
‘I have three that are full of lice.’

b. Ik kocht er een/’n groot.
I bought ER one big

On a par with the material left stranded by ne-cliticization in Italian, relative clauses
and postnominal adjectives, as in (182), can be analyzed as predicative modifiers of
the noun. As pointed out in Cinque (1991, 123), the postnominal adjective in (182b)
has the same non-agreeing form that is found with predicative adjectives, (183a),
not the agreeing form found with prenominal adjectives, as in (183b) (cf. ∗Ik kocht
er een/’n groote and (181b)):

(183) a. De tafel is groot.
the table is big

b. Een/’n grote tafel
a big table
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Like Italian ne, Dutch er can co-occur with a partitive PP, as in (184a), provided the
partitive PP has a null NP. Compare (184b) and (184c) with Italian (130):25

(184) a. Ik heb er twee gekocht van degene die je me aangeraden had.
I have ER two bought of those that you to.me advised had

b. Ik heb (∗er) [twee e van deze boeken] gekocht.
I have ER two of these books bought

c. [Twee e van die boeken] heb ik (∗er) gisteren gekocht.
two of the books have I ER yesterday bought

The PP introduced by van is ambiguous between the “genuine” and the “adjunct”
partitive PP interpretation (see section 3.2). It can be separated by the quantified
expression and appear in the Mittelfeld or in sentence-initial position, as in (185)
(Bennis 1986, 199, 251, fn. 8). In this case, er is obligatory, unlike (184b) and
(184c), which supposedly contain a “genuine” partitive PP:

(185) a. Ik heb van die boeken ∗(er) gisteren [twee er] gekocht.
I have of the books ER yesterday two bought

b. Van deze boeken heb ik ∗(er) [twee er] gekocht.
of these books have I ER two bought

When a partitive PP follows the quantifier, er gives rise to haplology: it can bind
both the quantitative phrase and the R-position inside the PP, as in (186) (Bennis
1986, 199):

(186) Ik heb er gisteren [twee er] [van er] gekocht.
I have ER yesterday two of bought

Quantitative er gives rise to haplology also when it occurs with expletive, preposi-
tional, and locative er, (187). It can even bind the empty category of two quantified
expressions, one in subject position and one in object position, (188) (Bennis 1986,
sect. 3.2.5):

(187) a. expletive + quantitative
… dat er niemand [twee er] gekocht heeft.
that ER nobody two bought has

b. quantitative + prepositional
… dat Jan er [twee er] [over er] gelezen heeft.
that Jan ER two about read has

c. quantitative + locative
Jan zou drie weken van zijn vakantie in Italië doorbrengen maar uiteindelijk
heeft hij er maar [twee er] er doorgebracht.
Jan would three weeks of his holidays in Italy spend, but eventually has he
ER only two spent

d. expletive + quantitative + prepositional
… dat er niemand [drie er] [over er] geschreven heeft.
that ER nobody three about written has
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e. expletive + quantitative + locative
… dat er nog maar [twee er] er woonden.
that ER yet only two lived

(188) … dat er [twee er] [één er] gekocht hebben.
that ER two one bought have
‘that two of them bought one of them’

5 The empty quantitative phrase

In this section, we discuss the contexts in which the quantitative phrase is null. The
major question is whether it is a case of nominal ellipsis (see Ellipsis in Noun
Phrases), as suggested for French by Ronat (1977), who unifies the nominal which
appears with quantifiers with the null nominal that can be found in definite descrip-
tions, such as le premier ‘the first’.

Lobeck (1995, 42–45) unifies the empty nominals that appear with quantifiers,
possessives, and demonstratives under the rubric of NP-ellipsis (some/John’s/these
[e] went home disappointed) and distinguishes it from gapping (see Gapping), which
crucially does not involve a maximal projection. According to Lobeck, the ellipted
NP is governed by strong features on the determiner, for this reason only determi-
ners that have [+Plural] or [+Possessive] allow it. Insertion of an adjective blocks
licensing by the determiner and requires the overt realization of the anaphoric
NP as one (cf. many (∗ones) vs. many blue ∗(ones); also cf. (174) above). Variation
between English and French is derived by the assumption that in French, determi-
ners are weak and cannot license a null category. Insertion of an adjective which is
inflected for number features can do the job (cf. ∗Ces [e] sont plus intéressants ‘These
aremore interesting’ vs. Les grands [e] jouaient avec les petits [e] ‘The elder playedwith
the younger’).

Sleeman (1996) revises Lobeck’s approach assuming that the feature licensing the
null NP is [+partitive], which is associated to every determiner or prenominal adjec-
tive that can be found in the construction. This appears to be rather reasonable for
those adjectives that induce a unique referential index and are compatible with a
“collective” PP (see the discussion of (123)–(124) above), such as autre, premier, pro-
chain, seul, and superlatives. It appears to be less tenable in the case of measure
adjectives (grand and petit) and colour adjectives, which do not occur with collective
PPs (see also Panagiotidis (2003b)).

For all approaches in which the quantitative phrase is larger than NP and
includes prenominal adjectives, as Cardinaletti and Giusti (2006) and Zamparelli
(2000), and for those that do not assume an empty quantitative element, as Schütze
(2001), the parallel with NP-ellipsis is problematic.

It must, however, be considered that there is a crucial difference between the null
quantitative phrase andNP-ellipsis, as noted by Panagiotidis (2000, 50), who explic-
itly excludes quantified nominals from his investigation on NP-ellipsis and one-
anaphora. Observe the pattern that arises in Italian with the prenominal adjective
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prima in object (189) and subject (190) position. In (189a) and (190a), we see that it
can occur with a definite and an indefinite determiner. The presence of prima is
ungrammatical in (189b) and (190b) because only postnominal predicative adjec-
tives can appear with quantitative null phrases (as observed by Rizzi (1979); see
the discussion in section 2.1.2 above), as shown in (189c) and (190c). At the opposite
side, the prenominal adjective prima is sufficient and necessary to have a null NP
with a definite determiner in (189d)–(189e) and (190d)–(190e):

(189) a. Ho ascoltato una/la prima analisi dei dati veramente soddisfacente.
I have listened to a/the first analysis of the data really satisfying

b. ∗Ne ho ascoltata una prima [ne] (veramente soddisfacente).
I NE have listened to one first really satisfying

c. Ne ho ascoltata una [ne] veramente soddisfacente.
I NE have listened to one really satisfying

d. Ho ascoltato la ∗(prima) [e].
I have listened to the first.

e. Ho ascoltato la ∗(prima) [e] veramente soddisfacente.
I have listened to the first really satisfying

(190) a. Una/Laprimaanalisideidativeramentesoddisfacentehadatoquestorisultato.
a/the first analysis of the data really satisfying has provided this result

b. ∗Una prima [e] (veramente soddisfacente) ha dato questo risultato.
a first has really satisfying provided this result

c. Una [e] veramente soddisfacente darebbe questo risultato.
a really really satisfying would provide this result

d. La ∗(prima) [e] ha dato questo risultato.
the first has provided this result

e. La ∗(prima) [e] veramente soddisfacente ha dato questo risultato.
the first really satisfying has provided this result

In conclusion, as shown in (189c) and (190c), empty quantitative phrases have the
same distribution as quantitative clitics: they occur with existential quantifiers and
only with adjectives that can be predicative (see section 4.3 above).
The level of merger of the predicative adjective is subject to debate, as already

discussed at various points in this chapter. The fact that predicative adjectives
can co-occur with a null noun only in the presence of an overt quantifier suggests
that they do not directlymodify the empty quantitative phrase, but the whole quan-
tified expression.
Let us now turn to the interpretation of the empty category. Two cases should be

distinguished, exemplified here with Italian: (i) the quantitative phrase co-occurs
with the partitive PP; (ii) the quantitative phrase occurs by itself. In the former case,
the non-distinctness requirement discussed in section 3.4 plays a crucial role in the
interpretation of the empty quantitative phrase. Its intension can be directly recov-
ered from the intension of the partitive PP (191), while its Number is recovered by
overt agreement with the quantifier (plural in (191a), singular in (191b)). Note that
the same happens when the quantitative phrase is overt and the noun phrase inside
the partitive PP is empty (192):26
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(191) a. molti [e] dei libri/ di quei libri
many of-the books/ of those books

b. uno [e] dei libri/ di quei libri
one of the books/ of those books

(192) a. molti libri di quelli [e] che mi hai consigliato
many books of those that [you] to.me have recommended

b. un libro di quelli [e] che mi hai consigliato
one book of those that [you] to.me have recommended

In the latter case – that is, when the partitive PP is not present – the same interpreta-
tions are found as in other elliptic structures: the empty quantitative phrase either
gets an anaphoric interpretation, or a default [+human] interpretation (see Corblin
1995; Cardinaletti and Giusti 1992; 2006; Kester 1996a; 1996b).

When the quantified expression occupies the subject position, as in Italian here, it
agrees with the verb. The overt phi-features on T license the empty quantitative
phrase, which is interpreted on the basis of an antecedent (193a) or gets a default
[+human] interpretation in generic statements (193b):

(193) a. Molti/e/Tre [e] sono troppo costosi/e.
many.M/F/three are too expensive.M/F.PL

b. Molti [e] non sanno che …

many.M don’t know that …

In Italian, in postverbal subject position, an empty quantitative phrase is only
allowed with quantifiers that display overt number and gender features, e.g. molte,
uno, and una, but not cardinals such as tre:27

(194) a. Ieri hanno telefonato tre / molte ragazze.
yesterday have telephoned three / many girls

b. Ieri hanno telefonato ∗?tre / molte [e].
c. Ieri ha telefonato uno / una [e].

yesterday has telephoned one.M.SG / one.F.SG

The empty phrase in (194b) and (194c) gets the same arbitrary [+human] reference
found with null objects (see Rizzi 1986; Cinque 1988, fn. 36). This is shown by the
contrast in (196). Similarly, (196b) can only mean that some human beings make
nests, and the sentence is marked as anomalous.28 In (196c) and (196c), we see that
a null quantitative phrase in prenominal subject position is acceptable in Italian,
provided that dogs have been introduced in the discourse, as expected, given
(193a) above:

(195) a. Hanno telefonato molti [e].
have telephoned many [people]

b. ∗Hanno abbaiato molti [e].
have barked many [dogs]

c. Molti [e] hanno abbaiato.
many [dogs] have barked
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(196) a. (Questo tipo di nido), lo fanno molti uccelli migratori.
(this kind of nest), it make many migrating birds

b. #(Questo tipo di nido), lo fanno molti [e].
c. Molti [e] fanno questo tipo di nido.

many [birds] make this type of nest

As expected, in Italian, the same restriction holds for quantifiers in object position,
where the intension cannot be recovered and the interpretation is limited to
[+human] arbitrary reference:

(197) a. Ieri ho incontrato molti [e] per la strada.
yesterday [I] have met many [people] on my way

b. ∗Ieri ho letto molti [e] in biblioteca.
yesterday [I] have read many [things] in the library

Things seem to be different in Italian with universal quantifiers. In postverbal sub-
ject position, [−human] interpretation of the null quantitative phrase is possible.
Contrast the anomalous (196b) with (198b):

(198) a. (Questo tipo di nido), lo fanno tutti gli uccelli migratori.
(this kind of nest), it make all the migrating birds

b. (Questo tipo di nido), [pro] lo fanno tutti [pro].
(this kind of nest), it make.3PL all

c. Tutti [e] fanno questo tipo di nido.
all make.3PL this kind of nest

The postverbal subject position of a universal quantifier is, however, different from
that of an existential quantifier. In (198b), we are dealing with floating tutti related
to a null subject. Note that floating is not possible in Italian with existential quanti-
fiers (see Giusti 1990, and note 2).
In syntactic positions out of which floating cannot take place, such as the object

position in Italian, universal quantifiers can only co-occur with an arbitrary third-
person [+human] quantitative phrase (199a), on a par with existential quantifiers
(197). Sentence (199b) is anomalous due to the fact that a [+human] interpretation
is incompatible in our encyclopedic knowledge with the thematic roles assigned by
vendere ‘sell’:

(199) a. Ho visto tutti [e] per la strada.
[I] have seen all on the street

b. #Ho venduto tutti [e].
[I] have sold all

In conclusion, empty quantitative phrases and empty pronouns have a more lim-
ited distribution than NP-ellipsis, although they share the same interpretive
strategies.
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6 Conclusions

The aim of this chapter was to provide an insight into the structure of quantity
expressions and quantitative clitics. These issues have been presented as two sides
of the same coin. Since quantitative clitics arise with a restricted number of quanti-
fiers, we have first addressed the issue of the structure of quantified expressions,
then we have turned to the possible analyses given to quantitative clitics. In so
doing, we have also dealt with partitive constructions, which often, but not always,
appear in the same contexts as quantitative clitics, and with nominal ellipsis which
partially appears to be in complementary distribution with quantitative clitics in
languages that have this type of clitics, and to be parallel to nominal ellipsis in lan-
guages that do not have such clitics.

In the course of the chapter, we have tried to present the competing analyses put
forth in the literature from the early days of generative grammar to the present (more
than four decades of linguistic search), privileging the empirical contribution and the
general insight of each product of research, and trying to overlook technicalities,
which vary most evidently over time and which the interested reader can turn to.

What seems to be established is that quantitative clitics are smaller projections
than the quantified expressions they are associated with and that they obey a num-
ber of restrictions that make them similar to, but at the same time different from,
other clitic pronouns.

All linguistic analyses display a tension towards economy, simplification, and gen-
eralization in their efforts to explain differences and similarities arising from empir-
ical data. The discussionwe have presented has regardedpossible generalizations on:

• the categorial status of quantity items;
• the categorial status of quantitative and direct case clitics;
• the categorial status of null portions of nominal expressions known as nominal

ellipsis and the empty category linked to a quantitative clitic;
• the structure of quantified expressions with and without a partitive PP;
• the level of attachment of partitive PPs of different types.

As is often the case in linguistic research, we have found the usual short-blanket
effect: if we generalize the data or simplify the explanation on one side, we must
complicate the analysis on the other side. The issue is always whether the compli-
cation is independently needed and empirically motivated or just ad hoc. In many
cases, the border between the two is not so clear-cut as one may wish. Our hope is
that we have provided the reader with solid tools of analysis to continue the
research on their own.
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Notes

1. Jackendoff’s proposal is alternative to previous ones deriving quantifiedNEs from quite
different deep structures: Hall (1962) considered some of the to be a structured Det,
thereby losing the constituency of the PP of the men; Dean (1966) derived some of the
men from some men of the men with deletion of the first instance of men (we turn to a
similar proposal in section 3 below); Lakoff (1965) and Carden (1967) considered the
construction to be derived from a relative clause whose predicate is the quantifier.

2. Giusti (1990) claims that floating is the result of independently motivated movement of
theDP. Floatingwith universal quantifiers is related tomovement in search of case. Float-
ing with existential quantifiers, which assign partitive case, cannot be related to the sub-
ject position. (59) is possible in V2 languages because it involves a non-Case position.

3. More recently Martí i Girbau (2010) also argues for the lexical nature of quantifiers
which correlates with different selectional properties of subclasses of Qs. Her analysis
is, however, quite different, as she claims that Qs can either select a PP or an NP, but not
both at the same time (see section 2.3.4 below).

4. This generalization is only apparently contradicted by the English gloss. See section 3.5
for discussion.

5. Quirk et al. (1985, 263, 759) note that in this case the predicate is singular; compare
Many a member has protested against the proposal. Plural interpretation with singular
morphology is not exceptional if we consider the singular number on every and each
which is associated to universal interpretation.

6. Ganz can also be an adverb meaning ‘entirely’, ‘completely’.
7. In considering the Romanian examples, onemust keep inmind that the enclitic article in

Romanian appears on the leftmost lexical head in theDP, namelyNorA (see Grosu 1988
and Giusti 1993, among others).

8. The split DP structure has been argued for in different proposals to account for different
empirical domains (see Beghelli 1995; Giusti 1996; Sleeman 1996; Beghelli and Stowell
1997; Aboh 1999; Schütze 2001; Ihsane 2008; Cinque 2010, among many).

9. See Kayne (1994) and Den Dikken (1998) for the seminal proposal and Corver and
Zwarts (2006) for an application to quantified nominals.

10. Cinque (1991) shows that in Italian, a PP such as in medicina in (106) is a complement of
N, since it cannot be used predicatively:

(i) ∗Questi due studenti sono in medicina.
these two students are in medicine

11. Note that (107c) can be reinterpreted as the “kind” PP discussed in section 3.3, with the
interpretation of ‘the kind of students who sit in your course’.
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12. The intension is realized in the lexical layer and includes gender. Compare Italian
(i) with (121):

(i) a. ∗Conoscevo molte ragazze dei ragazzi che erano alla festa.
[I] had met many girls.F.PL of-the boys.M.PL that were at the party

b. ∗Conoscevo una ragazza dei ragazzi che erano alla festa.
[I] had met a girl.F.SG of-the boys.M.PL that were at the party

13. Entrambi belongs to a high register. Instead of entrambi noi, Italian can have noi due,
namely a cardinal with universal interpretation in the order “quantitative phrase >Q”,
as in (i), where the pronoun has moved to SpecQP (see (57) above):

(i) [QP Noi [Q’ due/venti/cinquecento [DP noi]]] abbiamo un unico obiettivo.
we two/twenty/five hundred have.1PL a common goal

This order cannot be derived by the usual existential interpretation of cardinals,
represented in (ii), in which the pronoun occurs inside the partitive PP:

(ii) [QP Due/Venti/Cinquecento [DP e]
∗(di) noi] hanno/∗abbiamo un unico obiettivo.

two/twenty/five hundred of us have.3PL/1PL a common goal

The Person feature of the verb shows that in (i) the quantitative phrase is the first-person
plural pronoun, while in (ii) the quantitative phrase is a third-person plural null cate-
gory. Therefore noi due and due di noi have completely different structures.

14. The analysis in (129d) differs from Belletti’s (1979, 1559), according to which di cui is
left-dislocated and resumed by ne.

15. Assignment of partitive case to indefinite nominal expressions is cast in a consolidated
line of researchwhich correlates (in)definiteness/(non)specificity with casemorphology
(see Pesetsky 1982; 2013; Belletti 1988; Enç 1991; Kornfilt 1996; Vainikka and Maling
1996; Kiparsky 1998; Abraham and Leiss 2012; Boivin 2005, among many).

16. It is often assumed that clitic movement can be decomposed into two steps: XP move-
ment followed by X-movement (Sportiche 1989; Belletti 1999; Cardinaletti and
Starke 1999, sect. 6.3). The clitic pronoun is first moved as an XP to the specifier of
QP (see (57) above) and further moved to the specifier of the past participle, triggering
agreement with it (see (166a) below; see Kayne 1989; Belletti and Rizzi 1996), before
cliticizing to T.

17. Sentence (157c) can be marginally acceptable for those Italian speakers who can rein-
terpret the infinitival introduced by di as a purpose clause usually introduced by
per, as shown in (ia). This possibility also arises with the overt noun in (157a), as
shown in (ib):

(i) a. Di modi, ce ne sono due per/?di risolvere il problema.
of ways there NE are two to solve the problem

b. Ci sono due modi, per/?di risolvere il problema.
there are two ways to solve the problem

The occurrence of the prepositional complementizer per guarantees that the infinitival
clause is not a complement of the nounmodo, since in Italian, this preposition introduces
a purpose (infinitival) clause.

18. En triggers past participle agreement in some French varieties (Grevisse 1986, sect. 910).
19. In a framework that allows deletion operations, Kayne assumes that the preposition de is

deleted in order to get the grammatical deux s urs.
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20. Milner (1978, 138) notes for French that left- and right-dislocation behave differently in
this respect. Agreement in number is required in right-dislocation. His data can be
reproduced in Italian:

(i) a. De cheval/chevaux, j’en ai un. a’ Di cavallo/cavalli, ne ho uno.
of horse/horses, [I] NE have one of horse/horses, [I] NE have one

b. De ?cheval/chevaux, j’en ai deux. b’ Di ∗cavallo/cavalli, ne ho due.
of horse/horses, [I] NE have two of horse/horses, [I] NE have two

(ii) a. J’en ai un, de cheval/∗chevaux. a’ Ne ho uno, di cavallo/∗cavalli.
[I] NE have one, of horse/horses [I] NE have one, of horse/horses

b. J’en ai deux, de ∗cheval/chevaux. b’ Ne ho due, di ∗cavallo/cavalli.
[I] NE have two, of horse/horses [I] NE have two, of horse/horses

21. For similar binding facts of French en, see Ruwet (1990), Lamiroy (1991a; 1991b), and
Vermandere (2002).

22. As observed by Lamiroy (1991a, 411, fn.6) and (1991b, 43), French en does not show any
anti-reflexive effect:

(i) Cet/Un hommei eni vaut un autre.
this/a man EN is worth another
‘This/A man is worth any other man.’

She concludes that en does not enter coreference relationships and is exempted from
Binding Theory.

23. Bennis (1986, 251, fn. 10) notes that “all proposals concerning quantitative er explicitly
or implicitly consider quantitative er to be homonymous with the weak form of the
R-paradigm which we find with prepositional and locative er.” However, “historically
quantitative er developed from a different source, a genitive form of the 3rd Person
singular, iro.”

24. The fact that quantitative er cannot occur in specifier positions (PP-internally (178a)
and in sentence-initial position (180)) might suggest that it differs from the other
instances of er not only in categorial status but in another respect as well. Since clitic
pronouns cannot end up in specifier positions (Cardinaletti and Starke 1999), quanti-
tative er can be taken to be a clitic pronoun, while the other instances of er can be weak
pronouns.

25. Unlike Italian, Dutch allows for an empty category to co-occur with a prenominal agree-
ing adjective, in which case er is ungrammatical. See (181b) and (i), which is a case of
NP-ellipsis (see section 5 and Lobeck 1991; 1993, 1995; Kester 1996a; 1996b; Sleeman
1996, Llombart-Huesca 2002):

(i) Ik heb (∗er) [een rode e] gekocht.
I have ER a red bought

In this respect, Dutch is similar to other Germanic languages. Compare (i) with the
parallel German example in (ii).

(ii) Ich habe ein rotes [e] gekauft.
I have a red [one] bought

26. The phrase embedded in the partitive PP can also contain a pronominal demonstrative,
as in Italian (i). In this case, the content of the quantitative phrase is recovered from the
context, as in the case discussed below:
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(i) molti [e] di quelli [e]
many of those

27. The Italian sentence in (i) is also ungrammatical with ne. Ne cannot be extracted from a
postverbal subject (see section 2.2 above):

(i) ∗Ieri ne hanno telefonato tre/molte/uno/una [ne].
yesterday NE have telephoned three/many.F.PL/one.M/one.F

28. But (196b) can obviously be felicitous in a context in which human beings make nests,
e.g. in order to attract migrating birds into their gardens.
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